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A GUIDE TO ACADEMIC ATTIRE 
The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at university functions 
date back to the Middle Ages. Monks and students 
of those days wore them to keep warm in the damp 
drafty 12th-century castles and halls of learning. In this 
country, they are used today only for formal academic 
ceremonies. 
VARIOUS DEGREES 
Each college degree has a distinctive hood and gown. 
If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of 
the highest degree are worn. 
The gowns for the bachelor's degrees, earned after four 
years of undergraduate study, have a square yoke with 
shirring across the shoulders and back. The bachelor's 
gown is primarily distinguished by its full open sleeves, 
which come to a point. 
The holder of the master's degree, awarded after an 
additional year of post-graduate work, wears a gown 
with a yoke similar to the bachelor's, but the distinctive 
long, narrow sleeves are closed at the end and trail 
below the arms. The arm comes through a slit part-way 
down the sleeve. 
Gowns for the doctorate degree, earned after at least 
three years of advanced graduate study and research, 
carry broad velvet panels down the front and three 
velvet bars on the full bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet 
trim may be either black or the color of the field of 
learning to which it pertains. 
ACADEMIC COLORS 
It is the hood that gives color and meaning to the 
academic attire. A black shel l, of varying sizes for 
the three degrees, is silk-lined with the colors of the 
institution conferring the degree. The hood is bordered 
4 
with velvet of the color signifying the field of learning 
to which the degree pertains. 
The border colors for the various academic disciplines are: 
Arts, Letters, and Humanities 
Accountancy, Business, and Commerce 
Economics 
Education 
Engineering 
Fine Arts 
General Studies 
Journalism 
Law 
Library Science 
Medicine 
Music 
Philosophy 
Physical Education 
Science 
Speech 
Theology 
White 
Drab 
Copper 
Light Blue 
Orange 
Brown 
Drab 
Crimson 
Purple 
Lemon 
Green 
Pink 
Dark Blue 
Sage Green 
Golden Yellow 
Silver Gray 
Scarlet 
It is the field of learning, and not the department in 
which major work was done, wh ich governs the color of 
the velvet for the hood. 
TASSELS 
Students displaying colored tassels have fulfilled 
the requirements for receiving honors from Central 
Washington University. Students who are displaying red 
tassels are graduating Cum Laude or With Distinction. 
Those displaying silver tassels are graduating Magna 
Cum Laude or With High Distinction. Those displaying 
gold t assels are graduating Summa Cum Laude or W ith 
Highest Distinction. These awards are given to those 
students who have achieved high academic excellence. 
SILVER CORTEGE 
Leading the procession of graduates into commencement 
is the Silver Cortege, a select group of junior students 
who have achieved academic excellence at Central 
Washington University. Selection is based on grade 
point average. An additional criterion for the Eastside 
Commencement is the completion of 75-quarter credits 
at Central Washington University. We commend these 
students for their high degree of achievement. 
EASTSIDE COMMENCEMENT CORTEGE 
James E. Moore Chelan Philosophy 
Holly L. Powell South Bend Mathematics: 
Actuarial Science 
Jeremy M. Reddick Ellensburg Information 
Technology and 
Administrative 
Management 
Jessica L. Key Largo, Nutrition 
Trappmann Florida and Dietetics 
Sheena A. Wildes Spokane Russian 
Fan Yi Ellensburg Biochemistry and 
Pre-Medicine 
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WESTSID E COMMENCEMENT CORTEGE 
Jessica M. Berumen Issaquah 
Tessa K. Harrington Kent 
Elementary Education 
Campus: Lynnwood 
Early Childhood 
Education and 
Elementary Education 
Campus: Des Moines 
Annelie M. 
lngvarsson 
Gothenburg, Information Technology 
Rosa M. Lesnett 
Joseph L. Olive 
Suzanne M. Selby 
Sweden and Administrative 
Management 
Campus: Lynnwood 
Des Moines Early Childhood 
Education and 
Elementary Education 
Campus: Des Moines 
Lakewood Elementary Education 
Campus: Pierce 
Port 
Orchard 
Elementary Education 
Campus: Pierce 
MAIN CAMPUS COLOR GUARD 
Immediately following the procession is the Color 
Guard. The Color Guard is composed of students from 
the United States Air Force Reserve Officer Training 
Corps and the United States Army Reserve Officer 
Train ing Corps. These programs are designed to prepare 
eligible students to assume the responsibi lit ies of 
commissioned officers in the U.S. mi litary. 
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THE MACE 
Since the Middle Ages, the mace has served as a 
symbol of power and authority. Originally designed 
as a weapon of battle, it gradually assumed a more 
ceremonial role and was typically carried by kings and 
church leaders as a sign of office. Today, many legislative 
bodies such as the U.S. House of Representatives and 
the British House of Commons have maces, as do most 
universities. 
Wilhelm Bakke, emeritus professor of Industrial and 
Engineering Technology crafted Central's mace. It 
consists of a shaft of solid walnut, taken from a tree 
in the Kittitas Valley, surmounted by a four-sided 
headpiece plated in 24K gold. Three of the sides bear 
the letters, "C," "W," "U," while the fourth bears the 
university seal. Two of the sides are backed by the 
university colors, crimson and black, and the others 
by the color green, signifying the Evergreen State. 
The mace, on display in the Board of Trustees meeting 
room in Barge Hall, is used only for official university 
functions. 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNNERSITY 
Docendo discimus, Latin for "by teaching we learn," 
is the motto and driving principle behind Central 
Washington University, one of six state-assisted, four-
year institutions of higher education in Washington . 
The university puts that motto to the test in its academic 
divisions: College of Arts and Humanities, College of the 
Sciences, College of Education and Professional Studies, 
and College of Business. 
On March 28, 1890, Gov. Elisha P. Ferry signed 
legislation that created the Washington State Normal 
School at Ellensburg. Its purpose then was defined as 
"the training and education of teachers in the art of 
instructing and governing in the public schools of the 
state." 
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Since the first class of 86 students entered in 1891, the 
school has grown into a comprehensive institution of 
higher education. Washington State Normal School 
became Central Washington College of Education in 
1937, Central Washington State College in 1961, and 
achieved university status in 1977. 
The university has kept a strong, positive, and 
constructive posture as it continues to serve its students 
and carry out its mission as a responsive regional 
university. This is a tribute to a dedicated faculty 
involved in notable research and public service activities, 
students being prepared for a rapidly changing, 
high-technology society, academic programs being 
sustained and strengthened, and upgraded admission 
requirements. 
The Ellensburg campus is comprised of 350 acres, and 
is close to recreational opportunities. Central's four 
distinct seasons offer a variety of activities to those who 
enjoy the out-of-doors. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER PROGRAMS 
Since 1974, Central Washington University has offered · 
upper-division coursework to students at CWU-Des 
Moines, CWU-Lynnwood, CWU-Moses Lake, CWU-Pierce 
County, CWU-Wenatchee, and CWU-Yakima. Over the 
past year Central has added Teaching Sites, including; 
CWU at Everett, CWU at Kent, and CWU at Mt. Vernon . 
The CWU centers and teaching sites provide higher 
education opportunities to time-bound and place-bound 
students, whose family or career obligations make it 
impossible for them to move to a residential college or 
to attend daytime classes. During spring quarter there 
were more than 1,700 students enrolled at the CWU 
centers. While all students are invited to participate 
in the Eastside ceremony, a Westside commencement 
exercise is also held specifically for students graduating 
from CWU-Des Moines, CWU-Lynnwood, and CWU-
Pie'rce County, along with the CWU Teaching Sites 
located at Everett, Kent, and Mt. Vernon. 
SPRING AND SUMMER 
GRADUATE DISCLAIMER 
The listing of graduates, degrees, and academic honors 
for spring and summer 2010, in this program are 
preliminary and subject to final degree requirement 
evaluation. The posting of the earned degree on the 
official transcript record in Registrar Services remains 
the official testimony of possession of the degree. The 
diploma of Central Washington University, signed and 
sealed by its appropriate officers, is a document bearing 
public notification of the degree. 
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DEGREES CONFERRED 2009-2010 
AUGUST 2009 MARCH 2010 
Bachelor of Applied Science . . ... .... ... .. ..... .... 3 Bachelor of Applied Science ...... .. . . ...... . . .. . . .4 
Bachelor of Arts . .. . . ... . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ... ... 174 Bachelor of Arts ... . ...... . ... .. . .. . . . . .. . ..... 110 
Bachelor of Arts in Education . .. . . .. .... .. .... .. . . 29 Bachelor of Arts in Education . . .. . .. .. ........... . 56 
Bachelor of Fine Arts . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . ... .... . . . . 24 Bachelor of Fine Arts . . . . ... . .. ... . . . .. . ....... ... 4 
Bachelor of Music. ... ... ... .... . .... . .. . ..... . .. . 6 Bachelor of Music. .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . .... . .. ... . ... . 6 
Bachelor of Science . .. . . . ... . . ...... . .... . ... .. 275 Bachelor of Science . . .... .. .. . . . . . . . ... . ..... . . 195 
Master of Arts . ... . ........ . ..... ... .. ... .. . .. .. 12 Master of Arts . .. . . . .. . .. .. ...... . . . .. ...... . .... 3 
Master of Arts for Teachers ... ..... . . . ..... . .. .. . . . 5 Master of Education . ... .... . . .. ... ...... . . .. . .. . . 1 
Master of Education .................... ...... . . . 27 Master of Music . . . . ... . . . ......... . ...... . . . .. .. 1 
Master of Fine Arts .. . ...... ... . ..... ..... . .. . ... . 1 Master of Professional Accountancy .. . ... . . .. .. . .... 1 
Master of Music . ...... ... ... . ... . .. . ......... .. . 1 Master of Science . ... . ...... . ... ... . . .. ... .. . . . .. 4 
Master of Professional Accountancy ..... ...... . ..... 1 
Master of Science ..... . ............ . .. .......... 14 JUNE 2010 CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of Applied Science .. . ..... . ........ . .. .. . 7 
DECEMBER 2009 Bachelor of Arts .... . . . .. . ..... .. . . ............ 485 
Bachelor of Applied Science . ...... .... .. . .. . .. .. .. 2 Bachelor of Arts in Education . . . . . ... . ... . .. .. . . . 242 
Bachelor of Arts . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. ... . ... .. . .. .. 122 Bachelor of Fine Arts .... ........... .. ........ . .. 21 
Bachelor of Arts in Education ........ .. ......... . . 41 Bachelor of Music. .. .... .. . .. . . .. .. . .. ..... . .... 19 
Bachelor of Fine Arts .. . .. ... .. . . ... . . .. ..... .. . . . 7 Bachelor of Science .. .... . . .. ..... ..... .. .. .. . . 687 
Bachelor of Music. .... ... .... . ..... . .. .. . ..... .. . 1 Master of Arts .. .... . .. . ... .. .. . .... .. . .. .. . . . .. 15 
Bachelor of Science .. . . .. ... . .. . . . .. ....... . ... 222 Master of Education .... .. .. . ... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. 25 
Master of Arts . .. ... . .. . ... . ...... .. ... ....... ... 3 Master of Fine Arts . . ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... . 0 
Master of Education . ... ..... . .. . . . ... . .. . . ... . ... 4 Master of Music . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . ..... . .. . .... . ... . 1 
Master of Music . . . . ... . . . . .. . .. ... . . ... . .. ..... . 1 Master of Professional Accountancy . . . ... .... .. . . . . 21 
Master of Science .... ...... . .... .. . . ...... . .. .. . . 6 Master of Science .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. ....... .. . .. .. 60 
TOTAL .. . .......... .. ..... . ................ 2,949 
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GRADUATES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
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BACHELOR Jonathan Tavis Brower Elsy Arely Cruz Elisa Victoria Garcia 
Of ARTS Anthropology Law and Justice Law and Justice 
AUGUST 21, 2009 Amber Sunshine Brown Kristi Zea Marie Melanie Nicole Garrod 
Rachel Ann Adler 
History Nacionales Cruz Psychology 
Philosophy Public Relations Philosophy Tracey L. Grady 
Jesse A. Allen 
Ingrid Elise Buchan Nicholas Eugene Curbow Family and Consumer Studies Sociology Law and Justice Law and Justice Gillian Marie Grimsrud Political Science Erik Anthony Burrough Cum Laude 
Music Jenny M. Davin Biology 
Molly Lee Allison Psychology 
Cum Laude Roswitha Louise Laura M . Guyot 
Anthropology Burroughs John M. Day Psychology 
Law and Justice 
Anthropology 
Jesse D. Alyea 
Sukhdev Dhaliwal Jr. Meisam Safdarzadeh Law and Justice Hugo David Camarillo Law and Justice Haghighi 
Jessica Marie Arias 
Psychology Psychology 
History Teaching Broad Area Allison Patricia Campbell Frank Peter Donangelo Zachary Thomas Public Relations Music Hammond Tabitha Lea Aubin 
Psychology Ryan Joseph Campbell Joel Michael Duby Public Relat ions 
Public Relations Law and Just ice 
Serena L. Aydelott Corinne Leigh Hartley 
Psychology Erik Oscar Carlson Brandon V. Eason Biology 
M agna Cum Laude Sociology Stephanie Elaine Hayes Matthew Edward History 
Bangeman Daniel Kent Edwards II Geography 
Geography Emily B. Carpenter History Heather Marie Heffron Sociology 
Norma Barajas Jason Scott Elliott Fami ly and Consumer Sciences 
Law and Just ice Anne Elizabeth Carver Sociology Emily Anne Heseltine Law and Justice 
Gurinder Singh Bassi Psychology Erika Nicolette Ewing 
English Language and Literature 
Law and Just ice Journalism 
Philosophy 
Sociology Joseph S. Chanes Theat re Arts Russell D. Hess Individual Studies: Cultural 
Communication Studies Robin Amanda May Fain Mathematics Alexandria Ashley Baum Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Public Relat ions Asia/Pacific Studies 
Bryce Lynn Clark 
Neil Saunder Hewitson Law and Justice Marcus Moswen McCoy Suzanna Rainbow Baum Ph ilosophy 
Anthropology Joseph Andrew Clark Fermon Psychology Amy Hightower 
Ashley R. Bell Social Science Law and Justice 
Individual Studies: Child Studies Robert David Collins Danielle Nicole Flanary 
Magna Cum Laude English Language and Literature Erin Lee Hilliard Kerri Ann Benecke Music Psychology Music 
Magna Cum Laude 
Public Relations Kylee Danielle Conner Maggie K. Flynn Ryan Matthew Hjalseth 
Law and Just ice Cum Laude Film and Video Studies 
Kathleen Ann Bernhardt English Teaching 
Family and Consumer Studies Rebeckah S. Cook Theatre Arts Teaching K-12 Sara H. Hoober 
Law and Just ice Polit ical Science 
Alexa Jean Betrozoff Anthony Artimis Foland Public Relations 
Biology Zach James Cooper IV Sociology 
Law and Justice Min Uk Hur 
Ryan J. Biddle Justine N. Fowler Individual Studies: Military 
Psychology Stacey Lynn Courtright Public Relations Leadership 
Law and Just ice 
Lauren Angela Blesi Ashley M . Fox Lyndsey Louise Huwe 
Philosophy Kirsten Clements Cowles Theatre Arts Anthropology 
Robert Ryan Boyle 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bryce Allan Freed Spanish Broad Area Jennifer Kay Jayne 
History Geography Psychology 
Theresa Louise Crompton 
Dru Kathryn Brangwin Magna Cum Laude Stuart Jordan Freitas Justin D. Jenkins 
Psychology Family and Consumer Studies Geography Social Science 
9 
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Robert Glase Jepson David Eugene Loudon Paul Heberto Quintana Hunter Stanley Sissom 
Cum Laude Public Relations Law and Justice Cum Laude 
Foreign Language Psychology 
Alice Louise Lowrie Sheralyn Balbago 
Stacy M. Jewell Law and Justice Quitania Suzanne Noelle Skinner 
Cum Laude Psychology Psychology 
Spanish Broad Area Steven Thomas McEvoy 
Geography Tanna Rose Radtke Frederick S. Sleight 
Adina Arnette Johnson Public Relations History 
Public Relations Michelle Annette Melero 
Public Relations Edward K. Robe Ashley Marie Smith 
Anne M. Johnson Foreign Language Political Science 
Psychology Sara Michele Messing History Teaching Broad Area 
Public Relations Dane Smith 
Ilse Margarete Kamrath Jason Aaron Roberts History 
Sociology Krystal Dawn Midgett Communication Studies 
Fami ly and Consumer Studies Lindsay L. Smith 
William A. Kaperak Susana Rodriguez School Health Education 
Journalism Talia Nicole Miller Spanish Teaching 
Sociology Tyler David Smith 
Katy Miranda Kerr Spanish Broad Area Morgan Troggio Rote Law and Justice 
Magna Cum Laude Sociology 
Music Business Colton James Monti Robert C. Snyder 
School Health Education Andrew J. Running Foreign Language Broad Area 
Minhtanh T. Khuu History 
Law and Justice Michael William Nelson Soo Lim So 
History Samantha Marie Psychology Jason Eng King Sabrowsky English Language and Literature Hien Xuan Nguyen Music Heather Nicole Stemler Law and Justice Biology Angela Kay Koch Jose Emmanuel Santillan Theatre Arts Karli Dian Nigg Visual Art Teaching Teauna Chauntee Political Science 
Richard Anthony Kraus Tiffany S. Sasaki 
Stephney 
Philosophy Elizabeth P. Nikolaeva Law and Justice 
Biology Political Science 
Laurel Frosig Krueger Shawn Leonard 
Corey Alan Suraci 
History Jessica Lee Oaks Summa Cum Laude 
Biology Scabbyrobe Music 
Karissa Lee Kuhn Anthropology 
Law and Justice Wendy Joy Oesterle Ryan R. Sweeney 
Law and Justice Laura Brieanne Communication Studies 
Jeremy Allen Kutzke Schletzbaum 
Psychology Kelsi Janine Othoudt Law and Justice Becky Eileen Taber-Rees 
Asia/Pacific Studies Psychology 
Amanda Lang Philosophy Kayla Rose Schroader 
Communication Studies Journalism Chizu Takahashi 
Publ ic Relations Scott Anthony Ford Spanish 
Patnode Nicholas Beau Scotti 
Ashley Marie Ledbetter Communication Studies Journalism Caitlin Eleanor Tebbs 
Communication Studies Music 
James Anthony Pense Clayton Eugene Self 
Makayla Ann Lee Biology Sociology Austin Richard Thompson 
Journalism Magna Cum Laude 
Rhean Margaret Perkins Kelsey J. Shepard Foreign Language 
Renee Christina Leitzke Spanish Psychology 
Sociology Kelly A. Thompson 
Jennifer N. Pierce Jordan Ray Shipley Communication Studies 
Benjamin, David Lippert Theatre Arts Law and Justice 
Communication Studies Rachel Z. Thomson 
Aaron David Pouliot Amy R. Shoblom Journalism 
Samantha Marie Lochner Cum Laude Law and Justice 
Public Relations Foreign Language Broad Area Elizabeth Tiffany 
Matthew R. Siler Cum Laude 
Siena Renea Locke Shannon Rose Powell Asia/Padfic Studies Law and Justice 
Sociology Psychology 
Keith Michael Simpson Matthew D. Treich 
William Robert Lockwood Taylor I. Purdom Individual Studies: Small Business Cum Laude 
Foreign Language Broad Area Public Relations Management Law and Justice 
10 
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Danna Ryan Waggoner Janine Rachelle Rebecca Susan Robbins Claire M. Sellers-Petersen 
Law and Justice Hernandez Information Technology and Art 
Psychology Magna Cum Laude Administrative Management 
Early Childhood Education Lisa Marie Soranaka 
Austen Scott Walsworth Elementary Education Cum Laude 
Biology BACHELOR OF Art 
Anthony J. Washington 
Tye Kayleen Larson FINE ARTS 
Elementary Education AUGUST 21, 2009 Cynthia C. Stott Psychology Magna Cum Laude 
Jennifer Helen Lasik Art 
Maddy Marie Whitehurst Elementary Education Stephanie A. Ard 
Family and Consumer Studies Art Alex Anthony Tursi 
Seth Anthony Maras Art 
Shayla Marie Winter Elementary Education Andrew Francis 
Theatre Arts Beauregard Kimberly A. Walters 
Ofelia Mendoza Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
BACHELOR 
Elementary Education Art Art 
OF ARTS IN Amy Elizabeth Muir Madeleine J. Cartwright 
EDUCATION Cum Laude Cum Laude BACHELOR OF Elementary Education Theatre Arts 
AUGUST 21, 2009 MUSIC 
Sally Nguyen Stephanie J. Collins AUGUST 21, 2009 
Amanda Jo Anderson Cum Laude Art 
Summa Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Timothy Alan DeSelms Amy Elizabeth Edwards 
Meliza V. Ozuna Art Cum Laude 
Kendall Robert Anderson Vocal Performance Summa Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Elementary Education Stacy Megan Fuller 
Special Education P-12 Art Thomas D. Evans 
Kelsey Anne Powers Douglas Honors College Nicole Marie Andrews Elementary Education Nino Gabunia Percussion Performance 
Elementary Education Art 
Jessica J. Preisinger Thomas M. Hamilton Katie Ann Ault Elementary Education Patrick Joseph Halferty Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Art Wind Performance 
Brandy Nicole Bailey Elizabeth Hale Settle Tyler Young Johnson Stephanie C. Karlak 
Cum Laude Elementary Education Art Wind Performance 
Elementary Educat ion Christopher Louis Heath Edward Kaech Matthew Jacob Parsons 
Shannon Marie Tarabochia Art Cum Laude 
Bresnahan Elementary Education Music Education 
Elementary Education 
Mimi Taylor Ashley C. King Art Erica Angeline Solano 
Breanna Lee Brooks Special Education (P-12) Broad String Performance 
Elementary Education Area Kevin Nicholas Lema 
Pamela Jean Tipton Art Courtney Anne Callahan BACHELOR OF 
Cum Laude Elementary Education Erin Louise Lien 
Elementary Educat ion Art SCIENCE 
Amber Nichole AUGUST 21, 2009 
Maria Esther Cardenas Wyberanec Kelsey J. Lynch 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Art Konstantin Special Education P-1 2 
Elizabeth Ann Crowell Andrew Steven Maatta Aleksandrovich Abramov 
Elementary Education Art Magna Cum Laude 
BACHELOR OF Accounting 
Stephanie Sue Delp APPLIED SCIENCE Paxton Thomas Means Business Admin istration 
Elementary Education AUGUST 21, 2009 Art Matt Michael Adams 
Kimberlee Clarice Farias Brittany Dawn Norris Business Administration 
Elementary Education Sebastien Mercier- Art 
Bellevue Alicia N. Adiele 
Carly Jo Greer Information Technology and Jesse E. Rundell Public Hea lth 
Elementary Educat ion Administrative Management Art 
Sara Kathleen 
Heidi J. Hayward Mark Makoto Mizukami Andrew Robert Saxton Adriaenssens 
Elementary Education Food Service Management Art Business Administration 
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Rita Adriani 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Steven David Aldous 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Amber A. Aldrich 
Summa Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Adam Lee Alldredge 
Business Administration 
Tamara Brandel! Allen 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Karlee Dawn Alvord 
Accounting 
Patrick Charles Ames 
Accounting 
Shane Michael Anderson 
Accounting 
Scott Robert Armstrong 
Flight Technology 
Gabrielle B. Aromin 
Business Administration 
Alexandria Marie Arriaga 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Brook Aberra Ashinay 
Safety and Health Management 
Mahlet A. Atnafu 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Socia l 
Sciences 
Safety and Health Management 
Chelsea R. Aust 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Taban Ronald Ayume 
Electronics Engineering 
Technology 
Micaela Anna Baca 
General Studies - Social Sciences 
Tyler Edward Bailey 
Flight Technology 
Patrick M. Baldwin 
Magna Cum Laude 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Katlyn T. Balsam 
Exercise Science 
Matthew Edward 
Bangeman 
Anthropology 
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Stacey Lynne Bankston 
Magna Cum Laude 
Construction Management 
Kyle Douglas Bannister 
Biology 
Alexandra Elizabeth 
Bartow 
Chemistry 
Suzanna Rainbow Baum 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Blake Garret Baxter 
Exercise Science 
Brandon Ronald Bayne 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Brittany A. Berg 
Cum Laude 
Public Health 
Brittiny R. Berry 
Biology 
Joel William Bialkowsky 
Magna Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Ryan J. Biddle 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Barton Joel Bloomquist 
Magna Cum Laude 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jarred Keith Bohn 
Account ing 
Pamela R. Bolla 
Cum Laude 
Gerontology 
Donald Clark Bollman 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jeffrey Richard Boyd 
Accounting 
Kelsey Anne Brazas 
Public Health 
Craig Michael Brewster 
Business Administration 
Hannah Christine Bridges 
Business Administration 
Cory Tim Briggs 
Business Administration 
Jonathan Tavis Brower 
Biology 
Eric Scott Brown 
Exercise Science 
James Jonathan Brown 
Paramedic Program 
Kisha Marie Brown 
Geology 
Kristopher Joseph Brown 
Interdisciplinary Stud ies: Social 
Sciences 
Charles Steven Burger 
Biology Teaching 
Jamie Nicole Burke 
Safety and Health Management 
Christopher Dean 
Callahan 
Paramedic Program 
Shanda Lyn Campbell 
Publ ic Health 
Stephanie E. Capatan 
Accounting 
Courtney M . Cass 
Exercise Science 
Lucas Charles Cathey 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Joseph Chang 
Business Administration 
Patrick S. Chen 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Brittney Lange Clark 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Cassidy R. Clowe 
Interdisciplinary Stud ies: Social 
Sciences 
Matthew M. Coffman 
Recreation and Tourism 
Joseph Franklin Cole 
Exercise Science 
Drew R. Corrigan 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jennifer L. Cottrell 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Jena Marie Coudare 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Kirsten Clements Cowles 
Magna Cum Laude 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kaylene Mae Crawford 
Business Administration 
Daniel Kermit Crawley 
Accounting 
Lauren Rose Crowell 
Accounting 
Elsy Arely Cruz 
Sociology 
Aaron Dale Damron 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Ha M. Dang 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Hilary Ann Davidson 
Recreation and Tourism 
Melinda L. Davis 
Information Technology and 
Admin istrative Management 
Andrew James Decoto 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Dorothy Kim Denny 
Accounting 
Daniel Eugene Di Re 
Accounting 
Amanda C. Divyak 
Fashion Merchandising 
Cathy A. Do 
Business Administration 
Jennifer Ann Doyle 
Business Administration 
Candace Leslie Cherylin 
Dreon 
Accounting 
Brittany Anne Duncan 
Accounting 
Adela Unay Dunne 
Business Administration 
Dung Nguyen Thuy 
Duong 
Business Administration 
Andrew John Dura Jr. 
Business Administration 
David Michael Dwyer 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Derek Vincent Dy 
Accounting 
Steven Olaf Edwards 
Recreation and Tourism 
Max S. Eelkema 
Recreation and Tourism 
Leif Hiroshi Emery 
Computer Science 
Joshua Lukban Enriquez 
Accounting 
Bryce Andrew Erickson 
Recreation and Tourism 
Michael Alexander Faris 
Business Administration 
Casey James Ferrell 
Business Administration 
Antika C. Ferrin 
Accounting 
Collin Joseph Fitzpatrick 
Recreation and Tourism 
Eric Christopher Floeting 
Business Administrat ion 
Devlin Wayne Forrester 
Shipman 
Biology Teaching 
Rose Mary Ruth 
Fredericks 
Cum Laude 
Anthropology 
Paul F. Gamon 
Accounting 
Benjamin Michael Gass 
Business Administ ration 
Anthony Charles 
Gaynes Sr. 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Kim Rebecca Gilbertsen 
Mathematics 
Molly A. Glockner 
Public Health 
Alla Vasilevna Glotov 
Accounting 
Griselda Isabel Gonzalez 
Business Administration 
Cameron Kyle Grant 
Recreation and Tourism 
Sarah E. Grant 
Cum Laude 
Recreation and Tourism 
David Reid Greenwood 
Business Administrat ion 
Kyle David Hammack 
Cum Laude 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ayman Maher Hanna 
Accounting 
Samwise Avery Hansen 
Computer Science 
Ryan Adam Hardwick 
Geology 
Patrick John Harkins 
Business Administration 
Economics 
Kimberly Ann Harvey 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Peter Hawkes 
Construction Management 
Stephanie Elaine Hayes 
Flight Technology 
Heather K. Heideman 
Exercise Science 
Zebb N. Herbrand 
Flight Technology 
Heather Michelle Hill 
Accounting 
Mary Patricia Hill 
Accounting 
Sean Robert Hiltz 
Summa Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Economics 
Samuel S. Himmelman 
Exercise Science 
Hien Minh 
Hoang-Nguyen 
Business Administration 
Paul Michael Hoffman 
Business Administration 
Brittney Tara Hokanson 
Business Administration 
Antonia Ann Hopkinson 
Accounting 
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John C. Horne 
Exercise Science 
Xiaohuan Hou 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Adam David Houk 
Physics 
Rachel Suzanne Huffman 
Accounting 
Amanda Rae Huson 
Fashion Merchandising 
Sze Yan Hwang 
Account ing 
Luke Duross Irving 
Magna Cum Laude 
Economics 
Flight Technology 
Nathan L. Jackson 
Public Health 
Kristen Lea Jensen 
Accounting 
Robert Glase Jepson 
Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Tyler Dewayne Jones 
Business Administration 
Joy Lynn Kaasa 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Toryalai Kakar 
Economics 
Yuliya V. Kashcheyeva 
Business Administration 
Lina A. Kashinskaya 
Accounting 
Kuljit Kaur 
Business Administration 
Navpreet Kaur 
Business Administ ration 
Michael David Kertzman 
Safety and Health Management 
Lolita Albertovna 
Khachaturova 
Business Administ ration 
Tirtha Raj Khanal 
Accounting 
Daria Kildyusheva 
Accounting 
Thao Long Kim 
Business Administrat ion 
Yu Konuma 
Accounting 
Lyndsey M. Kroenert 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Michael Maketh Kuir 
Public Health 
Andrew J. Lafferty 
Mechanica l Engineering 
Technology 
Andrew Charles Layman 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Loe Ba Le 
Business Administration 
Margaret H. Lee 
Business Administration 
Travis Jack Lee 
Exercise Science 
Justin M . Leppa 
Business Administration 
Jia Yi Li 
Accounting 
So Y. Limon 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Kasey Martin Loomis 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Chelsea J. Lovin 
Recreation and Tourism 
Trang My Luu 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Megan Christine Maberry 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Evan Graham Marshall 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Sarah Joy Maycock 
Exercise Science 
Taylor Michael 
McCormack 
Biology 
Jason McDowell 
Accounting 
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Steven Thomas McEvoy Arielle Patrick Matthew Alan Nasseer Talal Slim 
Flight Technology Business Administration Roetcisoender Information Technology and 
Cum Laude Administrative Management 
Katie Elizabeth McGarity Matthew Scott Paul Accounting 
Recreation and Tourism Accounting Lexi Renee Smart 
Matthew Kyle Rogstad Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Erika G. McKenzie Aaron James Pedeferri Exercise Science Sciences 
Cum Laude Safety and Health Management Drew Michael Smeback Public Health John Adam Roth 
Eric E. Pedeferri Accounting Flight Technology 
Tylir Jadyn McKenzie General Studies - Social Sciences Eric Edward Smith 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Kevin Jesus Ruiz Business Administration Sciences Cari Corrine Peterson Business Administration 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Jay Matthew McQuoid Sciences Meaghan Kathleen Steven Cole Smith Recreation and Tourism 
Safety and Health Management 
Thomas Tam Phan Rust-Matter 
Cum Laude 
Information Technology and Catharine Maria Johanna 
Meghan Jean Michaud Accounting Administrative Management Sowa 
Public Health Business Administration 
Jessica Llewellyn Playter Shelby Nicole Sackman Gina Marie Morant Recreation and Tourism Accounting Jacci Kaynn Sowder 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Accounting 
Sciences Christina Lynn Plowman Tennyson Leigh Salopek 
Business Administration Magna Cum Laude Asher Gregory Springs 
Anthony M. Munoz Food Science and Nutrition Accounting 
Economics Melissa B. Ponchene 
Individual Studies: Health and Luis Antonio Sanchez Christy Theresa Storey 
Chelsea Rachel Murphy Outdoor Recreation Safety and Health Management Business Administration 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition Teresa Deann Posada Jillian Faye Sauve Suzanne Michelle 
Summa Cum Laude Food Science and Nutrition Strickland 
Margarita Vladimir Public Health Cum Laude 
Naumchik Andrew L. Scott Accounting 
Accounting Rachel Marie Prokop Business Administration 
Business Administration Food Science and Nutrition Amanda Noel Struiksma Sean Ross Scott Public Health 
Ha Son Nguyen Michael Gregory Science Honors Research 
Business Administration Prothman Geology Christina Marie 
Individual Studies Major: Studies 
Logan Joseph Seelye Stubbs-Moore Thuy Trang Thi Nguyen in Mathematics and Geology Information Technology and Accounting 
Business Administration Administrative Management Emily Sarah Raforth Gary Alan Stuewe 
Sarah Elyse Noble Biology Teaching Aaron Wayne Senter 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management Cum Laude 
Micah Dustin Ramsey Interdisciplinary Studies: Socia l Public Health Sciences Economics Siri Swangwan 
Masafumi Okada Business Administration Andrew J. Rankin Natalya A. Shagas Flight Technology 
Geology Accounting Krissy D. 
Rena Okita Hussein Mohamed Tandie-Castaneda Amanda Lynn Reed Exercise Science Business Administration Magna Cum Laude Sheikh-Abukar 
Recreation and Tourism Accounting Taner Tarhan Rose Opunyo Business Administration 
Business Administration Jeff Adam Reed Laura Jane Shoucair 
Recreation and Tourism Accounting Brycen R. Taylor 
Monorom Oum Business Admin istration 
Business Administration Andrea Lorraine Reiter Zorik Shtikel 
Exercise Science Social Services Jeff Ray Teeples 
Tristen Marie Owens Accounting 
Douglas Honors College Karla Marie Richardson Brett Lorenzo Shurtleff 
Exercise Science Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Sheri Lynn Thaves 
Flight Technology Geology Accounting 
Hniang Cin Par 
Cum Laude Jeremiah David Riel Luis R. Silva Jared R. Thomas 
Accounting Exercise Science Business Administration Industrial Technology 
Chase Cooper Parmenter Amanda L. Ritter Samantha L. Simons Joel Austin Thomas 
Safety and Health Management Public Health Accounting Business Administration 
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Megan Marie Thompson Seth Miles Whiting Charles Thomas Clark Eric Michael Henrichsen 
Information Technology and Flight Technology Music Law and Justice 
Administrative Management 
Bryan David Trent 
Christopher Joseph Lynde Kay Clarke Darren Peter Hoberg 
Williams Mathematics Teaching Secondary Law and Justice 
Information Technology and Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Administrative Management Sciences Jay Donald Cobb Ryan Michael Hodge 
Music Law and Justice 
Melissa Elyse Triber Min Tae Won 
Fashion Merchandising Accounting Eric Brandon Crimp Luke Charles Holtz 
Ashley Brooke Trosper 
History Teaching Broad Area Music Business 
Jennifer Tessie Young Fashion Merchandising Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Rick Franklin Dailey John Nicholas Horiatis 
Emir Turulja Sciences Cum Laude Communication Studies Visual Art Teaching 
Business Administration Abrahim Zakaria Brant Jamerson Jr. 
Wusthu Ung Accounting Kathryn Megan Law and Justice 
Accounting Schelsey Jo Zimmerman 
Dennehey 
Business Administration Visual Art Teaching Kayla Lynn Jayne 
Public Health Social Science 
Ryan Clyde Uyehara Ryan Bernie Dykes 
Business Administration Anthropology Christon Jean Jenkins 
BACHELOR Law and Justice 
Katie Ranae Vande OF ARTS Edward H. Ebert 
Stouwe Political Science Anthony Leroy Jones Jr. 
Public Health DECEMBER 11, 2009 Psychology History 
Launi L. Vantine Sara Josephine Joseph J. Fleck Derek Lee Juergens 
Magna Cum Laude Abouhamad Law and Justice History Teaching Broad Area 
Anthropology Biology 
Myja J. Freese Melissa Dawn Juergensen 
Charles Jonathan Melinda Bahena Public Relations Cum Laude 
Velasquez Foreign Language Theatre Arts 
Business Administration Brita Lyn Fullerton 
Roxanne P. Baldwin Cum Laude Mariam J. Karbassi 
Gene Joseph Viernes Cum Laude Law and Justice Biology 
Business Administrat ion Asia/Pacif ic Studies 
Stacey M. Gardner Andrea Fumiko Kato 
Michael S. Villa Bryden Lewis Cliff Barbee Anthropology Law and Justice 
Business Administration Foreign Language Broad Area Psychology 
Yasmin Villa Kendra J. Gordon 
Stephanie L. Kirstein 
Kimberly M. Bell Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Biology Public Relations English Language and Literature 
Public Health 
Joshua Marc Bement Alexander William Grant Patrick James La Shell 
Alexander Vinokurov Law and Justice History Teaching Broad Area History 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting Papuna Bersenadze Rachel Michelle Greshock Natalia Pascale LaBrant 
Amelia Ann Visaya Political Science 
English Language and Literature Visual Art Teaching 
' 
Cum Laude Randall James Blakley Katie Elizabeth Griffin Ryan Joseph Larsen Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences Law and Justice 
Psychology Journalism 
Melchor Vitente M arc Joseph Boese Laura K. Hahn Stephen Michael Layton 
Business Administration Public Relations Theatre Arts Law and Justice 
Dustin G. Ward Lura E. Bradford Sarah M arie Hall Teresa Doreen Leonard 
Economics Geography Sociology MUSIC 
Tyler J. Waugh Sherie A. Bury Samuel David Hastings John Felix Lobbestael 
Cum Laude Family and Consumer Studies Public Relations Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Construction Management 
Elisabeth Anne Hedman Amanda Sue Calhoun Chris Lopez 
Tara M arie W eida Sociology Asia/Pacif ic Studies Engl ish 
Accounting Law and Justice 
Carly H. Clark Samuel William 
Brent Weisel English/Language Arts Teaching Henderson Jolene Rae Lovejoy 
Accounting History Teaching Broad Area Public Relations History Teaching Broad Area 
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Curtis Norman Lutz Sara C. Phillips Gloria Rebecca Roman Yarosh 
Law and Justice Spanish Broad Area Staley-Malenic Law and Justice 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tyler Scott Malkuch Daniel Nikolas Journalism Juan Manuel Zacarias 
Geography Pikkat-Ecklund Law and Justice 
Anthropology Kaoruko Takahashi 
Gabriel Manjares Jr. Sociology 
Film and Video Studies James Anthony Puglisi BACHELOR 
Journalism Josh M. Talen OF ARTS IN Ashley Rachell Marelius Anthropology 
Law and Justice Ashley Lynne Pyle EDUCATION 
Sociology Magna Cum Laude Kristen Rene Taylor DECEMBER 11, 2009 
Foreign Language Cum Laude 
Cecilia K. Martinez Spanish Visual Art Teaching 
Psychology Cameron Thomas Bailey 
Robert Milton Richardson Ezekiel Damek Telecky Elementary Education 
Angela Kay McNeil Cum Laude Law and Justice 
Law and Justice History Katlyn Suzanne Barnes 
Bryce Richard Thorstad Cum Laude 
Kelly Lynn Melter Regan Alina Rinker Law and Justice Special Education P-12 
Family and Consumer Studies Engl ish Language and Literature 
Cayla L. Trakel Jasmine Molly Beth 
Kristen Marie Merker Matthew Jay Robinson School Health Education Barnhart 
Law and Justice English Language and Literature Elementary Education 
Linda Tran 
Jordan Matthew Miller Tyler James Rogers Law and Justice Allan Ronaldy Barrios 
Psychology Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Public Relations Duncan L. True 
Jana Lynn Minaker Sociology Lauren Rae Baughman 
Magna Cum Laude Holly Judith Rossman Elementary Education 
Communication Studies Law and Justice Debra M. Ungerecht 
English/Language Arts Teach ing Brianna Michele 
Ryan David Minch Heidi Ciara Ruff Cartwright English Language and Li terature English Language and Literature Eric Karl Bryant Valen Elementary Education 
Geography 
Melissa Mojica Jules Asher Kelly A. Craig-Slover Law and Just ice Ruppert-Felsot Nick Robert Wahl Magna Cum Laude Law and Justice 
Brooke B. Mortensen Foreign Language Broad Area 
Elementary Education 
Magna Cum Laude Carolyn Camblin Rusert Charles Nicholas Wainger Breanne Eileen Cresto Journalism Journalism 
Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Gene P. Murphy Biology Elizabeth Marie Webb 
Magna Cum Laude Individual Studies: Media Elizabeth Grace Cuevas 
Mathematics Teaching Secondary Jason Michael Russell Communication Elementary Education 
Geography 
Kristin A. Murphy Matthew Blake Weeks II Lorena Gemita De Lay 
Communication Studies Drew D. Schick Law and Justice Elementary Education 
Geography 
Maria Maile Muto Blake William West Kiley Christine Dixon 
Sociology Joseph Richard Schmid History Teaching Broad Area Elementary Education 
Communication Studies 
Michael Scott Nevdahl Kimberly S. Wilder Katie Marie Gahringer 
Law and Justice Ryan J. Schmidt Cum Laude Specia l Education (P-12) Broad 
Visual Art Teaching Douglas Honors College Area 
James Colin Overholtzer Foreign Language Teaching 
Cum Laude Ashley Marie Scrupps Emily Elizabeth Garland 
English Language and Literature Public Relations Laura Christine Woldstad Elementary Education 
Magna Cum Laude 
Tanja Joy Owen Christopher John Shelley Law and Just ice Amanda Marie Good 
Engl ish/Language Arts Teaching Art Elementary Education 
Kyle Douglas Wolfe 
Michael B. Pence Dan Holt Sherrill Foreign Language Kristal LeAnn Grant 
Public Relations Biology Cum Laude 
Richard Ross Wood Elementary Education 
Megan Marie Peters Sean Loren Smith Social Science 
Public Relations Pol itical Science Alynne Lucille 
Zachary James William Greenwood 
Saul Roger Peterson Martin Sobczyk Wright Early Chi ldhood Education 
School Health Education Law and Justice History Teaching Broad Area Elementary Education 
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Lori Ann Guinn Shari Lynn Thompson BACHELOR OF Christopher Gray 
Elementary Education Cum Laude MUSIC Bloomquist Early Ch ildhood Education 
DECEMBER 11, 2009 Business Administrat ion Lisa Marie Heimbigner Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Edwin Patrick Bondoc 
Chelsea R. Walker Jennifer Rose Maxwell Business Administration 
Shelby Marie Hume Elementary Education Vocal Performance 
Magna Cum Laude All ison Leigh Bowman 
Elementary Education Elizabeth R. Wallace Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Summa Cum Laude BACHELOR OF 
Diana Rochelle Johnson Douglas Honors College SCIENCE Jacob Arlyn Bradley Cum Laude Elementary Education Business Administration 
Elementary Education DECEMBER 11, 2009 
Kennis Kristen Weiler Cody Franklin Brooke 
Nicole Ashley Johnston Cum Laude Sara Josephine Paramedic Program 
Cum Laude Elementary Education Abouhamad 
Elementary Education Chemistry Brandon John Brower 
Katie Marie Weller Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Brianna Elizabeth Kasper Sciences Cum Laude Barbara Lynn Adsero 
Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education Business Administration Daniel W. Browne Elementary Education 
Physical Education 
Hugo Zavala Zeinab Mohamud Ahmed 
Heather Beth Kelley Summa Cum Laude Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Heather Evelyn Bryson Elementary Education Elementary Education Sciences Magna Cum Laude 
Erin Jean Leone Mohammed Thamer 
Anthropology 
Elementary Education BACHELOR OF al-Hasso Danielle Mae Burt 
Keri S. Lester APPLIED SCIENCE Accounting Social Services 
Elementary Education DECEMBER 11, 2009 Jennifer Margol Allen Linda Sofia Byers Special Education P- 12 Family and Consumer Sciences Business Administration 
Kathrine Annette Duke Career and Technical Education Chantal Alexandra Lynch Teaching Hank Bynaker 
Magna Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Safety and Health Management 
Early Chi ldhood Education Information Technology and Iris Emma Arreola 
Elementary Education Administrative Management Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Julia Cain 
James Kenneth Ervin 
Sciences Recreation and Tourism 
Gregory Isaac Maloney 
Elementary Education Information Technology and Ann-Marie Kay Autio Brandon J. Carroll Administrative Management Accounting Electron ics Engineering 
Kaycee Anne McConnell Technology 
Magna Cum Laude Andy Paul Aversano 
Elementary Education BACHELOR OF Exercise Science Tyler Chance Carter 
FINE ARTS Information Technology and Nicole Elizabeth Morgan Laura Lorene Bainter Administrative Management 
Elementary Education D ECEMBER 11, 2009 Global Wine Studies 
Recreation and Tourism Daniel Mathew Casey 
Ashley Rose Nelson Breaunna Ann Gray General Studies - Social Sciences 
Early Ch ildhood Education Art Nathan E. Ball 
Elementary Education Recreation and Tourism Roberto D. Cervantes 
Robert John Lacount Ill Physica l Education Teaching K-12 
Edgar Pacheco Art Joshua Ryan Bates 
Elementary Education Business Admin istration Nathaniel Scott 
Kimberly Jo Nelson Townsend Chandler Tera Nichole Remington Art Catherine Ann Bays Industrial Technology Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude 
Barrett Reece Nichols Accounting 
Wei-Shan Chang 
Michele Loraine Rucker Accounting 
Cum Laude Art Jeffrey Spencer Beavers 
Elementary Education 
Tyler J. Randolph 
Business Administration Porn pan 
Electronics Engineering Cheewakriangkrai 
Allison Keely Ryan Art Technology Accounting 
Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Heidi Ciara Ruff Kelsey M. Benson Dai Chi Cheng 
Specia l Education P-12 Art Business Administration Accounting 
Matthew David Sund David T. White Stephanie Elizabeth Black Massinia S. Chong 
Elementary Education Art Public Health Accounting 
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Nicole Lynn Christian 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Angela Noelle Clark 
Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
David Wayne Clark 
Business Administration 
Travis Patrick Collins 
Industrial Education Broad Area 
Nicole Lin Combs 
Global Wine Studies 
Joshua T. Cook 
Biology 
Katey A. Cooper 
Business Administration 
Sarah Elizabeth Crain 
Biology 
Meredith Crane 
Exercise Science 
Chris Lee Cruz 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Amanda D. Davis 
Accounting 
Laura Angelica Dice 
Anthropology 
Katie Mae Dickenson 
Recreation and Tourism 
Samantha Christine Door 
Flight Technology 
Jeanne Marie Dorres 
Public Health 
Sean James Doyle 
Recreation and Tourism 
Jennifer Kaye Drake 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Ryan Joseph Peterson 
Dyer 
Economics 
Kristina Yvonne Eksten 
Accounting 
Brigitta Celene Ellwein 
Business Administration 
Fashion Merchand ising 
Nicole Engeberg 
Magna Cum Laude 
Biology Teaching 
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Pricilla Garza Escamilla 
Accounting 
Allen M. Esteban 
Business Administration 
Debi Estep 
Business Administration 
Robyn Courtney Fields 
Business Administration 
Amber Dawn Marie 
Fischer 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Sally Jane Forrest-Sato 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Chrishanda Latissa Foster 
Accounting 
Ryan Scott Frazier 
Paramedic Program 
Andrew Gary Funk 
Accounting 
William Walter Garber 
Accounting 
Nicholas Russell Gibson 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Rebecca Kathryn Gillespie 
Business Administration 
Lauren Michelle Gombos 
Business Administration 
Ben Morgan Goroch 
Global Wine Studies 
Shawna M. Graham 
Social Services 
Diana Jean Graves 
General Studies - Social Sciences 
Shaun William Griffin 
Business Administration 
Economics 
Katherine Marie 
Gronowick 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Allen Eugene Gullette 
Business Administration 
Jesse Dean Hallenbeck 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Ian Jeffrey Hamadi 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Emily Christine Hammer 
Fashion Merchandising 
Ryan John Henderson 
Accounting 
Alexis Lane Hendrickson 
Business Administration 
Isaac Charles Herriges 
Recreation and Tourism 
Rena Rose Higgen 
Business Administration 
Joseph Brian Hodge 
Business Administration 
Kyle Raymond Hoiness 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Fukai Joel Hsieh 
Business Administration 
Jin Hua Hu 
Accounting 
Nicole Marie Jellison 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Karla Ann Johnson 
Cum Laude 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Tyler Bruce Johnson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Jennifer Lynne Jones 
Global Wine Studies 
Tanna Lynn Jones 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Colin David Joost 
Business Administration 
Jason James Kaloger 
Accounting 
Seung Yeon Kang 
Business Administration 
Samuel Mugo Karanja 
Accounting 
Stephanie M arie Kellogg 
Biology 
Sean P. Kelly 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Gwendolyn Anne Kelts 
Accounting 
Manjot Singh Khattra 
Business Administration 
Solomon Sebastian 
Knowlton 
Accounting 
Stacy Melissa Krislock 
Recreation and Tourism 
Tarre James Kroft 
Business Administration 
Eric Gedons Krueger 
Recreation and Tourism 
Craig David Kuntz 
Magna Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Megan Ann Lacombe 
Public Health 
Kelly Anne Larsen 
Public Health 
Janese Lassen 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Mai Tram Thi Le 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Tuoi Tina Le 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Hailey Anne Ledbetter 
Exercise Science 
Zoe Lefrancois-Hanson 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Benton Lefton 
Exercise Science 
Cheryl Lewis 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Anna Lie 
Accounting 
Christina L. Lively 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Samantha Jo Lively 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Levi J. Locken 
Flight Technology 
Laura Suzanne Loftus 
General Studies - Social Sciences 
David Tyler LuBean 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Limwell N. Mangrubang 
Physical Educat ion 
Robin Ann Martinez 
Rogers 
Accounting 
Jenni Lynn Martini 
Fashion Merchandising 
Jeremy L. Massa 
Recreation and Tourism 
Zachary Brian Mayer 
Recreation and Tourism 
Cari Anne McCole 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Abby Lynn McGrath 
Business Administ rat ion 
Kathleen Marie McMeel 
Physical Educat ion 
Ya-Hui Mei 
Business Administ rat ion 
Hector M. Mesina 
Information Technology and 
Administ rative Management 
Victor Brandon Michalak 
Business Administration 
Amy Beth Michalenka 
Account ing 
John Steven Moore 
Individual Studies: Sustainable 
Development 
Ivonne Mora-Villanueva 
Business Administration 
Jennifer Ann Munson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Ryan T. Musch 
Biology 
Ko Nakamura 
Business Administ rat ion 
Taylor P. Nakamura 
Exercise Science 
Yin Cheong Ng 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Charlotte Nguyen 
Business Administration 
Hong Nhung Due Nguyen 
Accounting 
Long Cuu Nguyen 
Magna Cum Laude 
Account ing 
Micheal David Nicholson 
Paramedic Program 
Robert Ryan Ninnis 
Physical Education Teaching K-1 2 
Kelsey Noel Norman 
Summa Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Jacqueline Dumandan 
Ocampo 
Business Administ rat ion 
Maria Pia Oma-Tejada 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Educat ion 
Teaching 
Donovan Carl Osborn 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Marvin Enriquez Paras 
Accounting 
Tyler M. Parsons 
Physical Education Teaching K-1 2 
John Brooks Paylor 
Business Administrat ion 
Brian David Pease 
Economics 
Jessica Lee Perry 
Biology 
Joseph D. Peterson 
Cum Laude 
Business Administ rat ion 
Sutira Phrakaysone 
Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Katherine Lee Pickett 
Business Administrat ion 
Paul David Pirone 
Computer Science 
Hin-Yeung Pong 
Accounting 
Business Administrat ion 
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Michelle A. Quintero 
Fashion Merchandising 
Gina Annette Rabon 
Accounting 
Sarah M. Raphael 
Fashion Merchandising 
San Juanita Rivera 
Public Health 
Karla Dee Rivers 
Recreation and Tourism 
Devon Ashley Rogers 
Anthropology 
Biology 
Kayla Renee Roof 
Exercise Science 
Natalie Jo Ross 
Information Technology and 
Administ rat ive Management 
Gabriela Sanchez 
Social Services 
Elizabeth Ann Scheall 
Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Erin Elizabeth Schnebly 
Business Administration 
Michael Wesley Sconce 
Food Science and Nut rit ion 
Heather June Seibert 
Account ing 
Alyssa Marie Sensky 
Recreation and Tourism 
Kar Foong Sett 
Cum Laude 
Account ing 
Ryan Douglas Simmons' 
Business Administration 
Chelsey Elizabeth 
Simpson 
Recreat ion and Tourism 
Todd Smasal 
Accounting 
Steven Andrew Smith 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Bradley J. Snaza 
Global Wine Studies 
Recreation and Tourism 
Devin Lee Snyder 
Exercise Science 
Robyn Lee Spangler 
Business Administration 
John Kelly Spevak Jr. 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Sophia Jen Stark 
Business Administration 
Katherine Lucille Stipech 
Business Administrat ion 
Nicole Lynn Stokes 
Biology 
Evgeniya V. Strizheus 
Accounting 
Logan Johnson Sullivan 
Indust rial Educat ion Broad Area 
Bethany Maureen 
Sutherland 
Exercise Science 
Lee Neil Sutton 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Duy-Linh Luu Ta 
Accounting 
Mark Benjamin Tacher 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Josh M. Talen 
Biology 
Melissa Jewel Taouma 
Accounting 
Turgut Tarhan 
Business Administ ration 
Emily Jean Thomas 
Physical Educat ion Teaching K-12 
Ashley M. Thorpe 
Recreation and Tourism 
Dani ii Pavlovich Tkachev 
Accounting 
Kristen Leigh Tully 
Social Services 
Tetyana N. Ulyanchuk 
Account ing 
Eva Alina Urbaniak 
Account ing 
Hugo Valdovines 
Safety and Health Management 
Rebecca W. Vanpelt 
Recreation and Tourism 
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Jeremy Alexander Vargas BACHELOR Melissa Elyse Crawford Derek Matthew Higgins 
Recreation and Tourism Of ARTS Summa Cum Laude Mathematics Teaching Secondary Middle Level Mathematics and 
Linse June Vlahovich MARCH 19, 2010 Science Teach ing Sarah Elise Hoagland 
Physical Education Teaching K- 12 History Teaching Broad Area 
Monica Corinne Derek James Cruse 
Anna Kim Vuu Alderman Communication Studies Cierra Dawn Holland 
Accounting Psychology Biology Justin Dahl 
Kathryn Ida Walker Clarence W. Ames Magna Cum Laude Alicia Reigh House 
Business Administration Public Relations 
Spanish Law and Justice 
Brandon Moore Wallach Kelly Elise Anderson 
Eryn Rose Darlington Michael Anthony 
Public Relations Johnson Jr. Business Administration Magna Cum Laude Journalism Mathematics Teaching Secondary Donald M. Dichiara 
Kelsea Marie Walsworth Psychology Jennifer Anne Katzer 
Recreation and Tourism Carli Nichole Antonsen Cum Laude 
Law and Just ice Rachael Lee Duff Law and Justice 
Derek Conrad Wauzynski Cum Laude 
Flight Technology Cody Lane Axthelm Public Relations Sean Kevin King 
Philosophy Law and Justice 
William Francis White Grant Farris Eby 
Flight Technology Lauren Hazel Bailey Geography Kendall Robert Koelling 
Geography Foreign Language Broad Area 
Jason Alan Wiley 
Cum Laude Daisy Eileen Baker 
Megan Lynn Fairbanks 
Law and Justice Matt Ryan Korzeniecki 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 Cum Laude Law and Justice 
History Kevin Reilly Fenton 
Brie-ann Callie Williams English Language and Literature Li-Mi Lai 
Business Administration Jesimee Seira Baldwin Psychology 
Cum Laude Risa Dawn Fidler 
Raleigh Jacque Wilson Music Cum Laude Nicholas Steven Larson 
Business Administration Public Relations Music Business 
Wesley Scott Barker 
Renee Olene Lazzari Psychology Jenna Rose Floren Sonja Leal Cum Laude Law and Justice 
Wilson Christina Bartholet Middle Level Mathematics and Exercise Science History Teaching Broad Area Science Teaching Benjamin Martin-Almy 
Political Science 
McKenzie Rae Wimberly Corey Robert Bayless Whitney Erin Franklin 
Accounting Communication Studies Cum Laude Allison Lee Ann Mathis 
Family and Consumer Sciences Public Relations 
Heidi Elizabeth Wimer Julie Anne Berthelote 
Business Administration Law and Justice Michael A. Girias Robin R. McGinnis Law and Justice Biology 
Randall William Wirtz Kristina Sheree Bonsell 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Biology Ashley Christine Goo Michael Steven McKinney 
Sciences Magna Cum Laude Communication Studies 
Law and Justice 
Christina Joy Wise 
Jessica M. Bowen Philosophy Matthew John Meader Anthropology Philosophy Accounting Law and Justice Leila Ayesheh Hadi 
Kimberly Ann Wolters Kelly Kealoha Boyer 
Anthropology Arturo Alejandro Meza 
Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Daniel Wayne Hagadone Accounting Geography Law and Justice Christian Michael Miller Business Administration 
Social Science 
Russell Durell Carver Jon P. Hamilton Rachel Lynn Wooten Law and Justice Mathematics Teaching Secondary Bradley Wayne Moore Biology Communication Studies 
Ben Lee Charron Carrie Elizabeth Harveson 
Kayce Lee Wright Spanish Broad Area Cum Laude Belma Mulic 
Food Science and Nutrition Psychology Law and Justice 
Chih Ying Wu 
Beverly Wahaupem Cole 
Law and Justice Tylor Andrew Hawley Christopher Lynn Munson 
Business Administration Political Science Geography Law and Just ice 
Bryan Michael Zembruski Ian Christopher Connell Tanner Lyle Hewitt Sandra Muratalla 
Business Administration Law and Justice English Language and Literature Law and Justice 
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Kristy Lynn Murphy Roger Taylor Shadduck Kyle Robert Williams Melissa Elyse Crawford 
English Language and Literature Law and Justice Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
English Language and Literature Elementary Education 
Stacey Ann Myers Grace Lynn Shuey 
Engl ish Language and Literature Law and Justice Lenae Carmel Winter Laqwayshia M. 
Art Crutchfield 
Maryke Lynne Nau Nicholus Monroe Elementary Education 
Mathematics Teaching Secondary Singletary Marcus Matsudaira 
Law and Justice Yap lee Andrea Leigh DeBoer Ashley Lisette Neff Sociology 
Family and Consumer Studies William Allen Sizemore Jr. 
Elementary Education 
Cum Laude Erin Marie Zeckser Anissa Diolata Kelly Thuy Nguyen Physics Law and Justice 
Biology Elementary Education 
Ryan Gable Skiffington Katharine E. Ziegler Priscilla Ann Doane Virginia Flores Nicdao Law and Justice Individual Studies: Business and 
Law and Justice Communications Principles Magna Cum Laude 
Jana K. Slaven Elementary Education 
Catherine Wangui Cum Laude Michelle Eileen Downs Njuguna Family and Consumer Sciences BACHELOR 
Asia/Pacific Studies OF ARTS IN Elementary Education 
Timothy L. Soderstrom EDUCATION Eric Arnold Ekman Kevin Michael Opsahl Anthropology 
Journalism MARCH 19, 2010 Elementary Education 
Allison O'Neill Stephens 
Ashley Taylor Ellwanger Yuki Ota Cum Laude Susan Joyce Ady 
Sociology Theatre Arts - General Studies Special Education (P-1 2) Broad Elementary Education 
Area 
Jeremy Robert Perry Natalya Vladimirovna Lindsey Danielle 
Law and Justice Stetsyuk Nicole Marie Allen Ellwanger 
Psychology Elementary Education Elementary Educat ion 
Linda Jean Powers 
Visual Art Teaching Casey R. Stock Sylvia Armitstead Briana Rae Emme 
Family and Consumer Studies Art Cum Laude 
Sean Patrick Reddy Sociology Elementary Education 
History Imelda Arneson 
Matthew S. Szehner Elementary Education Jenna Rose Floren 
Mitchell R. Reffett English Language and Literature Cum Laude 
Law and Just ice Angela Natsuko Baldwin Elementary Education 
Laura Eleanor Morning Summa Cum Laude 
Tonani Needra Taylor Elementary Education Kelli Ann Geoghegan 
Reinheimer Law and Justice Elementary Education 
Law and Just ice Joanna Lynn Benner Special Education P-12 
Catalina Tecuanhuey Elementary Education 
Matthew David Remien Family and Consumer Studies Alicia R. Biddle 
Laura Lea Goodall 
Law and Justice Summa Cum Laude 
Natalie Thomas Early Childhood Education Elementary Education 
Stephanie Nichole Law and Justice Elementary Education 
Richards Laura Renea Briggs Garrett John Grant 
Cum Laude Brock Andrew Tidball Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Family and Consumer Studies Law and Justice Early Childhood Educat ion 
Elementary Education Amanda J. Hale 
Jenna L. Ridgeway Ryan Michael Treadway Elementary Education 
Communication Studies Mathematics Teaching Secondary Carolyn R. Britt 
Cum Laude Brandon Wayne Hunt 
James W. Rivard Ill Bethany Ann Vierra Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Biology Sociology 
Kaysee Rae Brown Brittany Lynn Hutchinson 
Josh D. Robison Olivia Eileen Webster Elementary Education Cum Laude 
Psychology Law and Justice Elementary Education 
Bethany Karlene-Jean 
Andres Ceja Rodriguez Emily Rene Wentworth Bruce Kelsey Jensen 
Law and Justice Biology Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude 
Early Childhood Education 
Barbara Anne Rogstad Angela Carmen Whipple Kainoa Patrick Calip Elementary Educat ion 
Foreign Language Psychology Elementary Education 
Kelsey Christine Johnson 
William Seitz Jerome L. Williams Megan Joyce Conner Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Sociology Elementary Education Elementary Education 
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Emma Louise Knowles Jennifer Anne Swick BACHELOR OF Dele M. Bamidele 
Elementary Educat ion Elementary Educat ion MUSIC Business Administ ration 
Kristi Lynn Kriegel Diana Laureen Telders MARCH 19, 2010 Sean P. Banks 
Elementary Educat ion Cum Laude Physica l Educat ion 
Elementary Educat ion Adam Neal Bacot 
Rachael Maureen Music Education 
Gabriel Barajas 
Business Administration 
Meredith Amanda Nicole Terryll Patrick Andrew Bond 
Elementary Educat ion Cum Laude Music Education Ariel Irene Barker 
Elementary Educat ion Business Administration 
Carling Minta Misley Laurel Katherine Cawley 
Elementary Education Courtney Eva Jean Magna Cum Laude Michelle Louise Bergen 
Thomas Music Education Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Katherine Emma Magna Cum Laude Sciences 
Morrison Elementary Educat ion Matt Wayne Larsen Brenda Marie Berger Elementary Educat ion Music Education 
Business Administration 
Juliana Arlene Mottola 
Gregory Matthew Chandra Marie 
Elementary Education Valentine Rampersad David Edwin Berklund Jr. Elementary Educat ion Cum Laude Special Education P-12 Music Education Business Administ ration 
Sarab A. Muhyaddin Krystal Aletta Whitaker Rachel Kay Rice DeAnn Bonifant 
Elementary Educat ion Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude 
Special Education P- 12 Music Education 
Business Administration 
Megan Eleanor Murray Jonika Elizabeth Brakstad 
Magna Cum Laude Exercise Science 
Elementary Educat ion BACHELOR OF BACHELOR OF 
Megan Mei Nelson APPLIED SCIENCE SCIENCE Kelly Anne Brewer MARCH 19, 2010 Business Administration Magna Cum Laude MARCH 19, 2010 
Elementary Educat ion Cortney Brizendine 
Frank Leslie Cunningham Deborah Ramos Abar Interd isciplinary Studies: Social Courtney L. Pemberton Information Technology and Account ing Sciences Cum Laude 
Elementary Educat ion Admin istrative Management Bryan J. Adams Tyler C. Brown 
Special Educat ion P-12 Flight Technology Exercise Science Paul Richard Knorr 
Kaylin Roseann Pope Information Technology and Alonzo Anaya Thomas Brown 
Elementary Education Administ rative Management Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Cum Laude 
Sciences Accounting 
Linda Jean Powers Randal Ryan Oden 
Elementary Education Information Technology and Rebecca Rae Andersen Scott Daniel Brzoska 
Administ rat ive Management Accounting Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Jennifer June Reedy Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude Terra R. Winston Koll E. Anderson Angelique Jennifer Camp Elementary Education Cum Laude Information Technology and 
Food Service Management Administ rative Management 
Accounting 
James Dane Riner Sean M. Carnahan Elementary Education Kelsey Shea Arias 
Account ing Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Lacey Jean Root BACHELOR OF Business Administration 
Elementary Education FINE ARTS Chung P. Chow 
Jack Tyler Armstrong Accounting 
Monica Renee 
MARCH 19, 2010 Cum Laude 
Accounting Evan M. Claiborne Salter-Humphrey Stein 0. Hansen Accounting Elementary Education 
Art Erin Elizabeth Aus 
Business Administration Thomas Bodhi Clarke 
Rachael Nicole Schurman Anthropology 
Elementary Education Sasha Renee Hunter Cody Lane Axthelm Art 
Recreat ion and Tourism Scott William Coil 
Elizabeth Brianne Biology 
Solomon Sara Marie Peters Corey Alexander Baker 
Cum Laude Art Information Technology and 
Megan Joyce Conner 
Business Administ rat ion 
Elementary Education Administrative Management 
Kathryn Joleen Stahl Erike Davalos 
Viktoriya Stadnik Cum Laude Alyssa Dawn Bakes Interd isciplinary Studies: Socia l 
Elementary Educat ion Theatre Arts Business Administrat ion Sciences 
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Phillip Andrew Davenport 
Exercise Science 
Crystal Lynn Davidson 
Cum Laude 
Biology 
Steven Louis DePiro 
Computer Science 
Erin Elizabeth Devoir 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Jane Elizabeth Diaz 
Summa Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Tyshawn l'Diris Dimmer 
Business Administration 
Michaela Kimberly Ann 
Dow 
Business Administration 
Caitlin H. Dowd 
Accounting 
Aaron Richard Duncan 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Stephen B. Eddy 
Accounting 
Eric Agsunod Estrada 
Accounting 
Kelsey Christine Evans 
Recreation and Tourism 
Robert Edward Fogle 
Interdiscipl inary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Megan Ann Forsberg 
Exercise Science 
Nicholas S. Foster 
Accounting 
Gregory Fuentes Jr. 
Business Administration 
Damone Garnes 
Electronics Engineering 
Technology 
Leonie D. George 
Computer Science 
Ryan Gregory George 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Brandon Paul Gilbertson 
Business Administration 
Tyler Joseph Goarck 
Business Administration 
Richard Allan Gray 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Kelsey Jo Greene 
Recreation and Tourism 
Kelsey Joy Gust 
Public Health 
Cami Jo Halstead 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Blake C. Harps 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Danielle Christine 
Hegland 
Recreation and Tourism 
Wesley Phillip Hemphill 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
David Ryan Hickey 
Envi ronmental Geological Sciences 
Andrew Triplett Hill 
Business Administration 
Megan Catherine Hilleary 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Bradley Phillip Hinton 
Recreation and Tourism 
Kimberlee Anna Holmes 
Cum Laude 
Recreation and Tourism 
Jena Lee Huck 
Business Administration 
Chelsea Kay Hudik 
Physical Education Teach ing K-12 
Katheryn DiAnn Hudon 
Public Health 
Michael James Hudson 
Business Administration 
Matthew Ryan Huston 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Ryan David Ivey 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Yohei Iwamoto 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Jason W. Jacobson 
Business Administration 
Economics 
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David Tucker Jahns 
Accounting 
Ryan L. Johnson 
Recreation and Tourism 
Roberta Frances Jones 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Jason Robert Jump 
Accounting 
Riley Raymond Jungquist 
Business Administration 
Misty Lea Jurgensen 
General Studies - Social Sciences 
Cody Keoni Kainoa 
Exercise Science 
Denise L. Kayser 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Tory Michael Kiekhaefer 
Business Administration 
Alex Ray King 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Montana Leigh Larsen 
Public Health 
Tasha Renee Lavalle 
Business Administration 
Hyeona Lee 
Accounting 
Yazmin S. Leguizamo 
Recreation and Tourism 
Kimberly Joy Lettie 
Accounting 
Onyee Li 
Business Administration 
Kelly Jane Lopez 
Business Administration 
Lorie Lynn Lugo 
Business Administration 
Jan Mordeno 
Mangalindan 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Nicole Mango 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Emily Ann Maris 
Public Health 
Taylor Michael McCluskey 
Safety and Health Management 
Cheri D. McCoy 
Biology 
Exercise Science 
John Richard 
McDonough Ill 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Tiffany Nichol McHenry 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
John Thomas Mckean 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Jeffrey Alan Meadows 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Brenda M. Medina 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Stephanie Kristine 
Melcher 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Michael Patrick Minerich 
Physical Education Teaching K-1 2 
Ben Peter Morales 
Construction Management 
Tatyana V. Moroz 
Accounting 
Aaron Christian Mowbray 
Business Admin istration 
Ryan Robert Munson 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Trevor Ryan Murphy 
Business Administration 
Maki Narita 
Business Administration 
Christopher William 
Nelson 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Kelly Thuy Nguyen 
Chemistry 
Alex Clark Noble 
Business Administration 
Rory Allen O'Connor 
Business Administration 
Jessica Melinda Olsen 
Business Administration 
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Carley E. O'Neill 
Global Wine Studies 
Thomas Anthony Orr 
Summa Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Economics 
Kylie A. Ottmer 
Cum Laude 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Stephanie Alberta Owens 
Business Administrat ion 
Erica Ann Pallechio 
Business Administration 
Steven Ario Palmer 
Business Administration 
Jeffrey Gordon Parker 
Business Administration 
Amy Alda Parks 
Business Administration 
Alim Patten 
Accounting 
Teresa Ah Reum Pense 
Fashion Merchandising 
Jeff Perkins 
Biology 
Environmental Studies 
Kathryn Pfeiffer 
Business Administration 
Martin Fredrick Phinney 
Accounting 
Mark Alan Puzas 
Business Administration 
Christopher Anthony 
Quale 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Luke P. Redmann 
Fashion Merchandising 
Sonia Celina Rekdahl 
Business Administration 
Julie Ann Reveles 
Anthropology 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Jeremy Allen Richards 
Business Administrat ion 
Russell William Ridinger 
Recreation and Tourism 
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Mary Wanjiru Riitho 
Accounting 
Nicholas Rudy Ritter 
Industrial Technology 
Josh D. Robison 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Michiko Rosellini 
Business Administration 
Joseph Thomas Ross 
Accounting 
Paul A. Sabovik 
Business Administrat ion 
Evan Cory Sampson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Sara Marie Satterlund 
Business Administration 
Crystal Marie Schiefelbein 
Biology 
Shari Nicole Schindler 
Magna Cum Laude 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Career and Technical Education 
Teaching 
Justin Daniel Schmitter 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Heather Marie 
Schoenmoser 
Business Administration 
Griffin B. Scott 
Recreation and Tourism 
Megan Jo Serna 
Physical Education 
Margaret Mary Shields 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Thomas Cameron Shore 
Chemistry 
Benjamin Sisson 
Computer Science 
William Parker Smollen 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Justin David Solomon 
Safety and Health Management 
Andrew Joseph Soltz 
Anthropology 
Trevor Patrick Stearns 
Computer Science 
Heather Elizabeth Stokes 
Exercise Science 
Sokunthea Sun 
Accounting 
Shaun Aaron Svenson 
Economics 
Robert James Swedelius 
Business Administration 
Vincent Lee Swindlehurst 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Nikki Lee Tallman 
Business Administration 
Spencer William Taylor 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Sarah Lynne Thiessen 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Matthew Michael 
Thompson 
General Studies - Social Sciences 
Natalie Thorne 
Business Administration 
Ngoc Vu Tran 
Business Administration 
Carli Alise Tripp 
Physical Educat ion Teaching K- 12 
Rebecca Lea Tunkara 
Business Administration 
Kristine Cecilia Turley 
Safety and Health Management 
Jessica Maren Valenta 
Recreation and Tourism 
Emily Michelle Veenker 
Exercise Science 
Denara Nicole Vetkos 
Accounting 
Brooke Michelle Vetsch 
Exercise Science 
David Loe Vo 
Business Administration 
Nam-Huong Thi Vu 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Business Administrat ion 
Cameron S. Wallace 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Christopher Brian Walsh 
Paramedic Program 
Chloe Wan 
Accounting 
Talyn Nicole Watts 
Magna Cum Laude 
Exercise Science 
Theresa Marie Weeks 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Ian M. Wells 
Interdiscipl inary Studies: Natural 
Sciences 
Jerod Kenton Whelchel 
Global Wine Studies 
Aubrey Anne White 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
David Allan Whitehouse 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Laura E. Wick 
Accounting 
Paul T. Wiencek 
Business Administration 
Brittani Dawn Wilson 
Exercise Science 
Joseph Edward Wilson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Terra R. Winston 
Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Bryce William Witkowski 
Flight Technology 
Brandon D. Wysocki 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors in Computer Science 
Computer Science 
Janice H. Young 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Darin Brent Yusi 
Industrial Technology 
Anthony Paul Zavala 
Cum Laude 
Honors in Computer Science 
Computer Science 
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CANDIDATES Shaina Marie Bartheld Justin Michael Avery John Tyler Christian 
FOR BACHELOR Cum Laude Brown Biology Honors in Psycology Political Science OF ARTS Psychology Rochelle Alliyah 
JUNE 11, 2010 Sociology Kelsey Nicole Brown Cikauskas 
Family and Consumer Studies Psychology 
Christine Lynn Ackerson Mary Elizabeth Barton 
Cum Laude Psychology Emily Jean Brustad Elizabeth Christina Clark 
Honors in Psycology Law and Justice Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Jeanine Alene Bator Honors in Psycology 
Psychology History Janae W. Burkholder Anthropology 
Communication Studies 
Psychology 
Kelsey Tanelle Adams Rani Alexandra Bauer Myles Kai Clark Psychology Psychology Jorel Thomas Burkholder 
Film and Video Studies 
Geography 
Lance William Adkins Joseph Theodore 
Sociology Beaushaw Aaron S. Burnett Carus Benjamin Clarke 
Jeffrey Charles Alexander 
Biology Biology Geography 
Geography Zachery James Bechtold Karie M. Buss Donald Ray Clayton Ill 
Michael A. Alexandrou 
Geography Ph ilosophy Summa Cum Laude 
Science Honors Research English Language and Literature Jessica Aurora Beck Drew Mitchell Call Biology 
Frank Edward Alioto Geography Law and Justice Jason Kent Clearman 
Biology Jeffrey Allen Beckley Jacob Rodolphe Campbell Law and Justice 
Jessey Marshell Allen History Teach ing Broad Area Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Timothy Alan Coleman Psychology 
Alexis Sarah Bell Film and Video Studies 
Christyne Alexandra Cum Laude Craig Michael Cannon 
Mathematics Teaching Secondary Political Science Norman Ellsworth Alley Collins II Sociology Chelsey Nicole Bell Lemuel Asiel Cannonier Biology 
Pamela Alvarado Law and Justice Film and Video Studies 
Communication Studies 
Casey Michael Colombi 
Robert Morris Bermea Adalid Angel Cardenas Cum Laude Honors in Psycology 
Sarah Patrice Ammons Visua l Art Teach ing Law and Justice Polit ical Science 
Theatre Arts Psychology 
Kira Lorraine Birkett Oscar Carrasco 
Max Murray Anderson Summa Cum Laude Spanish Teaching Brianne Marie Conom 
Law and Justice Douglas Honors College Cum Laude 
Honors in Political Science Teresa Clark Carter Law and Just ice 
Nathan L. Anderson Polit ical Science Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Art Chad William Cook 
Zack George Board Law and Just ice 
Karen Joy Angell Law and Just ice Chelsea K. Casey Sociology 
Cum Laude Public Relations 
Honors in Psycology Jena Bodell Samantha Gail Cotton 
Psychology Cum Laude Pedro Xavier Cavazos Polit ical Science 
Theatre Arts English Language and Literature Spanish 
Jonathan Assouline 
Honors in Psycology Seth Kapono Bodell Nicolaus Michel Antonio Rene Crawford 
Psychology Film and Video Studies Cawley-Murphree Law and Justice 
Chelsea Frances Baer Anthropology Jayme Lynn Crivello Justin Robert Boggs Geography Communication Studies Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude 
Amy Katherine Chadwick Law and Justice Tiffany A. Baine 
Publ ic Relat ions Kyle Gregory Boynton Cum Laude Kelsey Anna Crouter Film and Video Studies Law and Justice Law and Justice 
Mayra S. Barragan Sean Ira Brehmeyer Michael James Charlton Law and Justice Jeremy Richard Curtin 
Law and Just ice Sociology Magna Cum Laude 
Carrie Ann Barrett Honors in Political Science 
Magna Cum Laude Christopher Ben Brickweg Kyung Moon Cho History 
Anthropology History Law and Justice Political Science 
Edward John Barry Katrina Rashelle Brooks Darrah Victoria Christel Heather Danielle Dahl 
Political Science Psychology English Language and Literature Psychology 
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Kyle McKenzie Dahl Tanner Patrick Eells Crystal E. Frazier Jonathan Blake Gregory 
Law and Justice Law and Justice Foreign Language Ph ilosophy 
Nick Benjamin Daltoso Derek James Eichenlaub Shayne Dianne Freeman Jessica Ann Grub 
Law and Justice Honors in Political Science Psychology Honors in Psychology 
Political Science Cum Laude 
I 
Austin J. Danielek Jamie Lyn Friedman Psychology 
, J Geography Robert Peterson English Language and Literature 
Eikenbary Toni Marie Gruenberg 
Parker Dent Davidson Anthropology Kathryn Elizabeth Spanish 
Political Science Froehlich 
Rainer Winston Elliott Cum Laude Austin Lee Gunderson 
Aaron Dean Law and Justice Family and Consumer Studies Summa Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Film and Video Studies 
Asia/Pacific Studies Darrell Duane Emnott Danielle L. Gagnon 
Foreign Language Geography Public Relations Eric Pierce Gunderson 
English Language and Literature 
Kristin Carolyn Dexter Nicholas Sheldon Jesus Garcia 
Law and Justice Engstrom Law and Justice J Kyle Guyot 
Cum Laude Spanish Bio logy 
Arminder Kaur Dhanoyia Law and Justice 
Law and Justice Karsten Zachary Garcia Kara Lynn Haderli 
Megan Elise Enright Law and Justice Law and Justice 
Jamie Lucille Dillion Law and Justice 
Pub lic Relations Pedro Matias Garcia Cassie Marie Haines 
Jessica A. Entz Law and Justice Communication Studies 
Miranda Marie Dingle Sociology Spanish 
Cum Laude Jaime Nicole Gardner 
Brian Joseph Hall 
Biology Samantha Jane Erickson Geography 
Cum Laude History 
Scott Will iam Ditsworth Film and Video Studies Amy Annette Halone 
Anthropology Stephanie Anne Gardner Sociology Michael Alan Essex Geography 
Jin Xia Dong Fore ign Language Broad Area Robert John Hamilton Jr. 
Cum Laude 
Andrea Yolanda Garibay Law and Justice 
Foreign Language Broad Area Christopher Goco Sociology 
Evangelista 
Bethany Faith Garza Hunter Steven Hamilton 
Lucas Gene Doshier Law and Justice Geography Law and Justice 
Music 
Katie Lynn Evans 
Earl Gerlach John Charles Hardie 
Raffaela Theresa Dowey Journalism Cum Laude Anthropology Law and Justice Cum Laude Zosha M. Falteisek Geography Honors in Psychology 
Psychology Summa Cum Laude Heidi Monique Harrell Spanish Teaching Sarah Ghanooni 
Art Law and Justice 
Allison Lilly Doyle Brett Thomas Fassbind Theatre Arts Psychology Kyle J. Gilliss Kevin Michael Harris 
Spanish Teaching Law and Justice 
Jessica Leigh Drake Ryan Patrick Fawcett Sociology Public Relations Shawn W. Goggins Tyler Joseph Harris 
Journal ism Public Relations 
Gavin Bryce Duncan Miranda Ray Feldtman 
Family and Consumer Studies Eng lish Language and Literature Traci Michelle Goodin Claire Nicole Harrison 
Law and Justice Cum Laude 
Casie Jean Dunleavy Elissa Ann Finkelstein Spanish 
Cum Laude Public Relations Brett Eugene Grady 
General Studies - Humanities Political Science Elizabeth Mae Harrison 
Ph ilosophy Kalen Michael Finn Magna Cum Laude 
Political Science Brandon Robert Grajczyk Music 
Emily D. Dunn Political Science 
Political Science Krystina Marie Fisher Julia Kathleen Harrison 
Spanish Psychology Laura Michelle Gray Law and Justice 
Political Science 
Ashley Lynn Dykes Nicole Lisa Fitzgerald Matthew Aaron 
English Language and Literature Socio logy Nathaniel Joseph Green Hartmann 
Philosophy Journalism 
Jessica Katherine Owen Vilhelm Forsman 
Edmisten Cum Laude Paul Charles Greene Eric Matthew Haugland 
Public Relations Biology Law and Justice Journalism 
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Katy Jean Hayden Jon Eric lnions Allison Sue Keranen Shawna Kay Linn 
Law and Justice Biology Psychology Anthropology 
Tressa Hayes Cortney Michelle Iseman Laura Carina Ketchian Michelle L. Linsley 
Law and Justice Geography Cum Laude Psychology 
Anthropology 
Hannah Bacino Haynes Bethany Rose Jackson Kaitlin Brianne Lisandrelli 
Spanish Cum Laude Cory Anne Kildare English Language and Li terature 
Biology Cum Laude 
1 Rosa L. Hernandez Family and Consumer Studies Natalie Marie Lo Law and Justice Katie Anne Jacobson Journalism 
Magna Cum Laude Dusty Duane Kindred 
J Jamie S. Heyen Phi losophy Public Relations Alyta LaJeanne Loupe Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Alexis M. Jaime Andre Morgan Koch Law and Justice 
Law and Justice History Teaching Broad Area 
Doyla Jean Hill Desirae E. Lowry 
Magna Cum Laude Scott William Jewell Erik Scott Krohn Engl ish Language and Li terature 
Law and Justice Geography Law and Justi ce 
Lindsey Carol Luksan 
Jamie M. Hill Kayla Lynn Johanson Cameron Jacob Kroupa Psycho logy 
Social Science Honors in Psychology Anthropology 
Psychology Whitney Nichole Lund 
Jessica Jean Hirschkorn Sociology Travis Michael Kruger Sociology 
Cum Laude Biology 
Public Relat ions Candice Lynn Johnson Beverly Ann Lynch 
Geography Natasha Lacey Magna Cum Laude 
Danielle Jessica Hix Law and Justice Honors in Psychology 
Family and Consumer Studies Dale Richard Johnson Psycho logy 
English Language and Literature Samantha Marie Lagge 
Monica Diane Hodges History Mary Ann Makins 
Law and Justice Daniel Charles Johnson Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Taylor Aaron Lakin Family and Consumer Studies 
Alex McCall Hodgson Sociology Law and Justi ce 
Law and Justice Sociology Sara Ashlyn Marler 
Ian Andrew Johnson Family and Consumer Stud ies 
Alexandrea M. Holden Music Jeffrey Thomas Lamborn 
Anthropology English Language and Li terature Steven Reid Marquardt 
Kathy Lynn Johnson Law and Justice 
Angela Marie Holeman Law and Justice Kelsey Nicole Lamon 
Law and Just ice English Language and Literature Andrew Scott Mars 
Kristina Lynn Johnson Public Relations Cum Laude 
David Nahoku Hee Cum Laude Law and Justice 
Holland Psycho logy Louise Langan Jocelyn Elizabeth Law and Justice Sociology Political Science 
Marshall 
Sarah Jeanne Holly Richard Shawn Johnson Kierstin Lindsy Layton Magna Cum Laude 
Sociology Law and Justice English/Language Arts Teaching English/Language Arts Teach ing 
Tanya Falisha Hooker Darcy Lynn Jones Nick Charles Lehman Lindsey Autumn Martin 
Sociology Family and Consumer Stud ies Communication Studies Psychology 
'l Hiraki Hoshino Nicole Renae Jordan Brittney Christine Lethgo Matthew Charles Martin Biology Sociology Sociology Foreign Language 
\ Stephen Kory House Rhett Vincent Jordan Patrick Glenn Levens Natasha Nicole Mathis Law and Just ice Cum Laude Law and Justice Summa Cum Laude 
Honors in Psychology Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
John Patrick Hughes Psychology Jeannette T. Lilly 
Geography Pol it ica l Science Sydnee Michele 
Jason Mathew Judge Matthews 
Kara Leah Hunter Geography Joshua David Linders Fami ly and Consumer Studies 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Honors in Psychology Kathryn Jeanne Kahl Honors in Psychology Mary Jean Maveety 
Psychology Anthropology Psychology Pub lic Relat ions 
Candice Joy lnions Barbara Pamela Kautz Christopher Scott Lindsay Brianna Rochelle McCabe 
Psychology Communication Studies Communication Stud ies Fami ly and Consumer Studies 
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Kurt David McCanles Kelly Renae Miller Tristen Jordan Nelson Samantha Kaye Petersen 
Cum Laude Anthropology Honors in Psychology Psychology 
Geography Psychology 
Timothy James Katie Elizabeth Millikan Eluid Grant Newsome Anthony Charles 
McCracken 
Sociology 
Biology Peterson 
Geography Stefan Timothy Milne 
Law and Justice 
Magna Cum Laude Nikki Sweet Newsome 
Sociology 
Shannon Elisabeth English Language and Literature Honors in Psychology Sara Tara Peung McDonell Psychology 
Sociology Kevin Daniel Mitchell 
Law and Justice 
Law and Justice Jeffrey Michael Nielsen Christopher David Michelle Renee Mcfarlin Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
West Erin Kay Mitchem Pevovar 
Law and Justice Sociology Kenzie Alexandria Nitz Sociology 
Biology 
Allie J. Mcfee Andrea Mika Miura Alex James Pierce 
Sociology English/Language Arts Teaching Erin Michele Norris Douglas Honors College 
Biology History Teaching Broad Area 
Venessa LaVaughn Krystal Marie Moberly Sarah Elizabeth Pollock 
McGrath Sociology Chelsea Johanna Nyhus 
Foreign Language Teaching Sociology 
Middle Level Mathematics and 
Mike Linn Moceri Science Teaching 
Joshua Daniel McKimmy Douglas Honors College Cassandra Retea' Oakley Breanna Lynnae Powell Cum Laude Philosophy Law and Justice 
English/Language Arts Teaching English Language and Literature 
Jeff Burton Montgomery Kelley Lynn O'Brian 
Alyssa Caitlin Powers Mark Austin McKinney Law and Just ice Law and Justice 
Law and Justice Sociology Psychology 
Paul David Moody 
William Nathan Law and Justice Megan J. O'Malley Lisa Kim Price 
McSeveney Douglas Honors College Psychology 
Law and Just ice Kari Lynn Moore Journalism 
Psychology Anthony John Quirk 
Tanna Clair Mcvicker Patrick Ryan Orme Law and Justice 
Cum Laude Maricruz Moreno Magna Cum Laude 
Geography Cum Laude Biology Allison Lee Radabaugh Spanish History Teaching Broad Area 
Sarah Lola Meagher Dulce Biviana Ortiz Philosophy 
Law and Justice Jared Ryan Morgan Sociology 
Theatre Arts Nicholas Arthur Ramirez 
Rosemary Lynne Meeker Mychal Stephen Ostler Law and Justice 
Psychology Colleen Louise Morgan Communication Studies Political Science Honors in Psychology 
Alyssa Marie Mehs Law and Justice LeEsia Maleah O'Sullivan Cristy Lee Rasmussen 
English Language and Literatu re 
Psychology Sociology Psychology 
Chase Bradley Melseth Jordan Andrew Morris Ryan Scott O'Sullivan Matthew Flint Raymond Theatre Arts 
Psychology Cum Laude Law and Justice 
Rachel Lynn Morrow Sociology 
Nanie Chioma Memeh Cum Laude Carl Razazi 
Law and Justice Theatre Arts Teaching K-12 Grant Lucas Overby Public Relations 
Political Science Biology 
Salome Mugure Mukinya Candance L. Ream 
Maira Berenice Navarro Psychology Erika Karly Palmaer Anthropology 
Mendez Cum Laude 
Sociology Craig Anthony Muma Anthropology Monica Jo Renfro 
Psychology Geography 
Jose Pablino Mendoza Joshua Daniel Parker 
Psychology Karen Jean Naulty Cum Laude David Edmund Reynolds 
Individual Studies: Childhood Honors in Psychology Cum Laude 
Maria Elena Mendoza Studies Psychology Biology 
Sociology Sociology History 
Pedro J. Navarrete 
Esveida Anaya Mercado History Chandra J. Passe Katie L. Rider 
Law and Justice Film and Video Studies Law and Justice 
Melanie Jane Neifert 
Emily Jeanne Merideth Individual Studies: Dramatic Arts Darren Patterson Yanjie Wang Riedel 
Law and Justice for Children Law and Justice Foreign Language 
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Allison Lynelle Riley Ryan R. Scheffelmaier Brianan F. Stanley Dora Trujillo 
Honors in English Magna Cum Laude Communication Studies Sociology 
English Language and Literature Biology 
Rozsika Danielle Steele Ian Stuart Tucker 
Paul Riordan Molly Katherine Schnelle Cum Laude Polit ical Science 
Public Relations Law and Justice Anthropology Psychology 
Mayra Jannet Rios Karisa Lynn Schroeder Lacy M. Steinbach Katrina Dawn Tuttle 
Psychology Law and Justice Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Honor in Psychology Law and Justice 
Peter Mattthew Rivera Tanessa Michelle Psychology 
Psychology Schurman Kerri Suzanne Urrutia 
Psychology Benjamin J.A. Stepper Cum Laude 
Julia J. Roberts Law and Justice Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
Public Relat ions Randy Thomas Scott 
History Teaching Broad Area Scott Stevens Joshua D. Vantrease 
Kevin Gregory Robillard Law and Justice Law and Justice 
Law and Justice Samantha Leeann Scown 
Law and Justice Jared Bradley Stewart Sonika Vashist 
Matthew Harrison Public Relat ions Law and Justice 
Robinette Lynsey Jo Semanko Philosophy 
Law and Justice Public Relations Ryan Carzell Stokes 
Law and Justice Lauren M. Vercammen 
Kelly Anthony Robinson Leah Michelle Shepherd Psychology Biology 
Law and Justice English Language and Literature 
Andrew David Straub- Daniel William Wade 
John Clifford Roche Jillian Dale Shewfelt Walden Theatre Arts 
Biology Law and Justice Cum Laude 
Film and Video Studies Kevin Joel Walkenhauer 
Brock Charles Roper Krystal Sherie Short Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude English/Language Arts Teaching Gregory Chase Svoboda Biology 
Psychology Political Science 
Lauren E. Short Seth Aaron Wallace 
Jeremy Allen Roth Communication Studies Ryan Patricia Swendt Individual Studies: Hospitality and 
Law and Just ice Psychology Tourism Operations 
Jaclyn Ruth Skelly 
Christopher Thomas Law and Just ice Mary Sziebert Kathleen Michelle 
Royce 
Law and Justice Waltner 
Pol it ical Science Bryce Mitchell Sloan Eric Joseph Sevilla Tagle 
History Teaching Broad Area 
Geography 
Cory Michael Rutledge 
Biology Kathleen Miles Watts 
Kyle L. Smeback Law and Justice History 
Public Relations Andrei Valerevich 
Martin Salgado 
Teretchenko Rhonda Renee Watts 
Ashley Nicole Smith Law and Just ice English Language and Literature Law and Justice 
Public Relations 
Antonio Sanchez 
Amy E. Thompson Caleb Louis Wheeler 
Brandi Jo Smith Cum Laude Communicat ion Studies Spanish 
Law and Justice Journalism 
Janna Marion Sanford Elliot Allen White 
Magna Cum Laude Courtney R. Smith Jr. Jennifer Ann Thompson Law and Justice 
Douglas Honors College Sociology Law and Justice 
Honors in English Emily Jane Wiles 
Honors in Political Science Joshua Aaron Smith Jordan Richard Thompson Mathematics Teaching Secondary 
English Language and Literature Polit ical Science Cum Laude 
Political Science History Patrick D. Willauer 
Shannon I. Smith Biology 
Stacey A. Sas Music Genevieve P. Tietjen 
Magna Cum Laude Law and Justice Leonard Bever Wilson 
Biology Katrina Renee Snelson Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Katherine Marie Tigges Honors in Psychology 
Brett James Sasseen Public Relations Biology 
Sociology Sarah Ellen Snyder Psychology 
Cum Laude Fallon Elizabeth Tinsley 
Anne Elizabeth Scanlon Law and Justice Sociology M cKenzie Claire 
Cum Laude Wincewicz 
Honors in Psychology Sean Michael Spaetig Breck Shalene Torres Magna Cum Laude 
Psychology Law and Justice Public Relations School Health Education 
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Michael Jordan Winfrey Aaron D. Anderson Celena Ruth Brigham Jennifer Renee Dyer 
Film and Video Studies Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Mark George Wirth Jennifer Justine Anderson 
Physics Magna Cum Laude Lisa Marie Brizendine Charissa Anne 
Early Childhood Education Cum Laude Edmondson 
Whitney Laurel Wiuff Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Cum Laude 
Psychology Elementary Education Early Childhood Education 
Kelsey Marie Anderson 
Bethany Ann Brown Elementary Education Emily Rebecca Wolden Early Childhood Education 
Anthropology Elementary Education Elementary Education Sara Lynn Edwards 
Biology 
Mallory Marie Brumfield Cum Laude Michelle Jean Anderson Elementary Education 
Casey Lynne Wolf Elementary Education Elementary Education 
History 
Allison Verna Burslem Julie Kim England Laura Anne Arntzen 
Alexandria M. Wood Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Early Childhood Educat ion Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Law and Justice Elementary Education Ken Dale Faulkner Kari Marie Cain 
Katherine Dianne Wood Natalie Ann Aydinel Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude 
Psychology Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Tyler Michael Woolman Barbara Irene Ashley Marie Campbell Laura Kay Fawcett 
Public Relations Baden-Preston Early Childhood Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Darcy Kay Wytko Special Education P-12 Meaghan Louise Casey Jessica Renee Field Magna Cum Laude 
Journalism Anita J. Baillie Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education 
Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education 
Jason Jeffrey Yergler Elementary Education Dawn Marie Fisher 
Psychology Heidi Elisa Clum Cum Laude 
Mary Anne Baker 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Michelle Nicole Yotter Magna Cum Laude Gina Delores Cole Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education Amanda Marie Fleming 
Law and Justice Magna Cum Laude Early Childhood Education 
Nicole LeAnn Barnes 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
John P. Young Early Childhood Education Ann Marie Corsi Geography Elementary Education Kamala Rachel Ford Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Lindsay Joy Youngblood Heather M. Bass 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Law and Justice Elementary Education Jamie A. Counts Cherie Elizabeth Gasbar 
Jayna May Ann Ysteboe Kayla Marlene Beaty 
Early Childhood Education Magna Cum Laude 
Mathematics Teaching Secondary Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Liiban Ahmed Yusuf 
Elementary Education Sharon Samia Coward Hayley May Gibbs 
Magna Cum Laude 
Law and Justice Marie Ann Bennett Elementary Education Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Mayra V. Zaragoza Early Childhood Education Joseph Norman Cox Spanish Elementary Educat ion Cum Laude Elizabeth Suzanne Gilbert 
Anna Lee Jones du Mas Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Psychology Mallory Mishell Bentley 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Jennifer Elise Dal Santo 
Special Education (P-12) Broad Cum Laude Stephanie Elizabeth 
CANDIDATES 
Area Elementary Education Gilda rt 
Cum Laude 
FOR BACHELOR Shannon Renee Bichsel Sarah E. Dallosto Early Childhood Education 
OF ARTS IN Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
EDUCATION Jenelle Celeste Bolei Jennifer Keepin Davis Catherine Lynn Giles 
JUNE 11, 2010 Cum Laude Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Martina Adams Marlee Frances Dubnow Melissa Gleason 
Cum Laude Edward Earl Booker Early Childhood Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Special Education P-12 
Rachel Marie Alatalo Laura A. Boyd Angela Donna Duby Janine Marie Glenn 
Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Elementary Education 
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Chao Gonzalez Janelle Marie Jackson Lisa Martinez Jodie Melinda Moore 
Cum Laude Early Childhood Education Elementary Education Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Robert Martinez 
Maricruz Moreno Mandy June Elizabeth Heather Lynn James Elementary Education Cum Laude Cum Laude Green Elementary Education Yajaira Jazmine Martinez Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Ashley S. Jensen Christina Michelle Morey 
Britany Alaina Greer Elementary Education Jessica Anne May Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Cum Laude 
Elementary Education 
Matthew Michael Johns Elementary Education Amy Ann Moritz Andrea Rose Gregg Elementary Education 
Magna Cum Laude Alexis G. McClelland Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education Elementary Education Monica Rose Juarez Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Caitlin Caligan Morrison Jeana Marie Gresham Caitlin Mavourneen Cum Laude Cum Laude Trisha Lynn Kaut Mccourt Special Education (P- 12) Broad Elementa ry Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Area 
Amber Renee Hanson Ashlee Bena Keil Keri Anne McDonnell Ryan Elan Morrison Cum Laude Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Katherine Ann Kirkland Elementary Education Christine Angelica Rachel Lynn Morrow Cum Laude 
McDowell Cum Laude Susan Ailene Harper Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Lola Jean Kling Kari Lyn McGie Jose Luis Munoz Early Ch ildhood Education Elementary Education 
Claire Nicole Harrison Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Cum Laude 
Kara Joanne Knutson Orin Brady Melvin Marty Myers Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Early Childhood Education 
Hollie Ann Hartinger Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Educat ion Rachel Vivian Korab Rochelle Nicole Merod Naomi Theresa Nanez 
Jacqueline Nicole Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Hawkins Michael Thomas Kube Mayra Yuridia Navarro Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude Kristine N. Metzger Gomez Early Childhood Education Early Childhood Education Magna Cum Laude Matthew John Hayden Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Zsuzsanna Lidia Lantai Stephen William Troy Matthew Neff 
Anna Kathleen Herried Elementary Education Mickelson Magna Cum Laude 
Early Ch ildhood Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Elizabeth Lauderback 
Magna Cum Laude Clayton Thomas Miller Rebecca M. Ninnis 
Jaclyn Sue Hiatt Douglas Honors College Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Early Childhood Education 
Jeannita Christine Milton Andrea Nydegger Elementary Education 
Jennifer Le Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Blair Louise Holmstrom Cum Laude Early Childhood Education Early Ch ildhood Education Early Childhood Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Sandra Marie Miranda Kathryn Elise Olin Lauren Elisabeth Horan Patricia Limon Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Cum Laude Elementary Education 
Elementary Education Virginia L. Orozco 
Jennifer Marie Horstman Emily Elizabeth Mitchell Elementary Education 
Early Chi ldhood Education Mary Kathlene Luddy Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education Summa Cum Laude Elementary Education Ashley Marie Orse 
Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Sonya Rena Huffman James Adam Mitchell 
Cum Laude Lydia E. Maltos Early Childhood Education LeEsia Maleah O'Sullivan 
Early Chi ldhood Education Elementary Education Elementary Educat ion Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Ryan Scott O'Sullivan AnnDee Christine Andrea Marie Moore 
Michelle L. Huguenin Mancini Cum Laude Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
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Burlene Rae Padilla Sandra Marlene Robinson Dayne Jaren Stewart Jr. Katherine Elizabeth 
Magna Cum Laude Early Childhood Education Elementary Education Woodley 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Renae Elizabeth Stiles 
Alisha Marie Parker Courtney Renee Runyon Cum Laude MaryJane Young 
Elementary Educat ion Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Shari L. Parrish Janet Lynn Rutherford Magdalena Erline Stutz Alison Marie Zeller 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Elena Alexandrovna Alexis Renee Sanchez Kari Ann Sylvanus Angela C. Zerr 
Pasquan Early Childhood Education Magna Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Educat ion 
Elementary Education 
Shanna M. Saunders Joanne Elizabeth Tallon 
Nicole Elizabeth Paxton Elementary Education Elementary Education CANDIDATES Elementary Education 
Allison Kathleen Aimee Suzanne Terry FOR BACHELOR 
Kara-Ann Pedrini Kuuleialoha Savio Early Childhood Education OF APPLIED Elementary Education Elementary Education SCIENCE Amy Naita Teung 
Rachel Ward Pence Jasmine Lee-Ann Schenck Early Childhood Education JUNE 11, 2010 
Cum Laude Elementary Educat ion Elementary Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Stewart Freeman Elementary Educat ion Samantha Renee Sciacca Jessica Lynne Thomas Information Technology and Elementary Education 
Julie Angeline Peterson Elementary Education Administrative Management 
Elementary Educat ion 
Kacie J. Sheeler Jodi Lynn Truscott Elementary Educat ion Rose Ann Gilliland 
Lila Jane Pippin Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sarah Mee Kyung Shin Alena I. Tupis 
Indust rial Technology 
Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Nick Allen Vogt 
Nicolete Plooster Elementary Education Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Lacey Lynn Turner Information Technology and 
Elementary Education Shaela Lin Sickler Elementary Education Administrative Management Cum Laude 
Sarah Elizabeth Pollock Elementary Education Talia Marie Vavrinec Daniel James Walton Elementary Education 
Yuliya Olegovna Magna Cum Laude Waggoner 
Jennifer Marilyn Pooley Sidorenko 
Elementary Education Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Elementary Educat ion Magna Cum Laude Patricia Lynn Wallace Early Chi ldhood Education 
Bethany R. Potter Elementary Educat ion Elementary Education John Thomas Yocum Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Justin Wade West Information Technology and Special Educat ion P-1 2 Tia Elizabeth Simoni 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Administrative Management 
Heather Anne Rose Reid Tracy Amanda Wilkening Andrea Gail Zeigler Magna Cum Laude John Charles Skinner 
Early Childhood Education Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Food Service Management 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education 
Katherine Ann Rice Michelle D. Smith Sarah Elizabeth Williams CANDIDATES Early Childhood Education Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Educat ion FOR BACHELOR Elementary Education 
Rachel N. Rice OF FINE ARTS 
Elementary Education Kristen Kay Spencer Corinne Lenora JUNE 11, 2010 
Cum Laude Winterfeld 
Hailey Marie Riehl Elementary Education Elementary Education Karin Eileen Batdorf Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Savannah Leigh Staples Brandy Marie Wittenauer A rt 
Cum Laude Cum Laude 
David Eugene Rieker Early Childhood Education Early Childhood Education Cody Levi Blackburn 
Magna Cum Laude Elementary Educat ion Elementary Education Art 
Elementary Education 
Bethany C. Staten Sara Ann Woodall Kelcey Marie Brower 
Amanda Marie Roane Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude 
Elementary Education Elementary Education Elementary Education Art 
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Christopher Albert Kelsey Louise French Alexander M. Anderson Steve R. Barnes 
Buckley Music Education Mechanical Engineering Biology 
Art Technology 
Ian Andrew Johnson Anne Barron 
Tyson James Dailey Wind Performance Brandon Keith Anderson Food Science and Nutrition 
Theatre Arts Accounting 
Nathan Ross Johnson Laura Elizabeth Bayley 
Barnabi Joy Forsman Percussion Performance Christy Aloha Anderson Business Administration 
Art Cum Laude 
David Allan Fraser Peter Andrew Lee Interdiscipl inary Studies: Social Mary Beaushaw 
Art Music Education Sciences Business Administrat ion 
Economics 
Steven Jeffrey Hoefgen Stuart G. McAlister David Alexander Andrew 
Art Cum Laude Chemistry Danielle Dione Becker Music Education 
Nickkole Erinn Huerta Wind Performance 
Physics Accounting 
Art Chelsey Lea Andrews Steven Eugene Beckmann Natalie Ann Mehio 
Darrin Coty Jones Music Education Mathematics Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Art Sciences 
Kevin S. Proudfoot Lyubov lvanovna 
Heather Michelle King Magna Cum Laude Andriyets Bryan Allen Bell 
Magna Cum Laude Music Education Business Administration Business Administration 
Theatre Arts Keyboard or Guitar Performance 
Evan Harrison Antolin Christopher David Bell 
Joseph McGraw Mark Ryan Seidl Flight Technology Biology 
Art Music Education 
Sparkle Joy Arroyo Magieline Rapanut 
Kristen Joy Michael Ryan Hansen Uldall Interd isciplinary Studies: Social Benedicto 
Cum Laude Magna Cum Laude Sciences Food Science and Nutrition 
Art Music Education 
Wind Performance Hakan Asilturk Rachel Elaine Benitez Lonnie S. Ruffcorn Business Administration Exercise Science 
Art 
Andrew Michael Shanks 
CANDIDATES Engy Thabet Attia Sara Lin Bergner 
FOR BACHELOR Business Administration Business Administration Theatre Arts 
OF SCIENCE Tim Richard Ausink Ronald Abella Bermoy Heather Alise Wright JUNE 11, 2010 Biology 
Theatre Arts Accounting 
Hani Thabet Abdelsayed Jeremy Steven Ayres Carla Deanine Bernhardt 
CANDIDATES Accounting Interd isciplinary Stud ies: Socia l Socia l Services Sciences 
FOR BACHELOR Ashley Michelle Jeffrey Kenton Berry 
OF MUSIC Abramson Jordan Michael Bahr Food Science and Nutrition 
JUNE 11, 2010 Business Administration Industrial Techno logy 
Ahmad Jaber Sarah Beth Bailes 
Michael Durward Berry 
Holly Ann Bolyard Business Administration 
Alabdrabalnabi Magna Cum Laude Cum Laude Biology 
Music Education Computer Science Joseph Charles Bertsch 
Evan Baker Flight Technology Sean Anthony Brown Brian Nairn Alfi 
Cum Laude Business Administration 
Mathematics Sarah Suzanne Bessey 
Wind Performance Chuck Figueras Baluca Accounting Adam Curtis Alman 
Ross Bennett Chambers Summa Cum Laude Biology Christopher Gordon 
String Performance Science Honors Research Biddle Chemistry Matthew Carl-Robert 
Stephanie Lynne Cooke Bannister Exercise Science 
Keyboard or Guitar Performance Philip Amici Mechanica l Engineering Anna Marie Exercise Science Technology 
Emily Kate Cronin Bierlink-Olheiser 
Voca l Performance Mohammed Hamood Cerise Corinne Barber Business Administration 
Anazi Cum Laude 
Sarah Jo Dilley Mechan ica l Engineering Interdiscipl inary Studies: Socia l Nick Ron Biesold 
Wind Performance Technology Sciences Safety and Health Management 
Mike Dove Kristen Jane Andersen Ruth Kathryn Barga Lucas Leigh Bissonette 
Percussion Performance Fashion Merchandising Chemistry Construction Management 
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Martin Corry Blevins Anthony Edward Bush Willy Christine Steven Richard Cook 
Biology Mechanical Engineering Accounting Business Administration 
Technology Economics 
David Paul Blodgett Nam Xuan Chu 
Biology James Edward Bussoletti Flight Technology Edgar E. Cossio-Rojo 
Primate Behavior and Ecology Flight Technology Mechanical Engineering 
Elizabeth Christina Clark Technology 
Elizabeth Laverne Boelter Richard Roland Amagna Cum Laude 
General Studies - Social Sciences Cabling Primate Behavior and Ecology Ryan Patrick Cotton 
Electronics Engineering Safety and Health Management 
James Michael Bowman Technology Nicole Janel Clark 
Exercise Science Biology Erik John Cragerud 
Arthur Edwin Campbell Business Administration 
Brendan Wayne Boyd Accounting Taylor V. Clark Economics 
Magna Cum Laude Exercise Science Ryan Shane Cruth Flight Technology Heather Campbell 
Magna Cum Laude Donald Ray Clayton Safety and Health Management 
Jacob Gene Brockmoller Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Summa Cum Laude 
Construction Management 
Sciences Science Honors Research Edward Raymond Cruz 
Chemistry Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Alexander A. Brown Leticia Cantu Sciences 
Computer Science 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Ryan Scott Clemens 
Sciences Business Administration Melissa Ann Cunnington 
Charles D. Brown Food Science and Nutrition 
Recreation and Tourism 
Stephanie E. Capatan Jon Vincent Clift Business Administration 
Accounting Brandon Lee Curtis 
Business Administration 
Jeff Clarence Brown Thomas Earl Carpinito 
Construction Management Accounting Karla Michal Cochran Hannah Marie Dahl Food Science and Nutrition 
Business Administration 
Justin Michael Avery Jeremy Dee Carter 
Kathryn A. Cochran Brown Physical Education and School Patrick Sean Daily 
Business Administration Health Recreation and Tourism Information Technology and 
Matthew R. Brown David Scott Castelblanco Theresa Kayleigh Cohoe 
Administrative Management 
Mechanical Engineering Flight Technology Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition Adele Jeneen Dallman Technology Magna Cum Laude Brennen Richard 
Ryan Arthur Brown Chamberlain Cameron Beale Cole 
Safety and Health Management 
Magna Cum Laude Business Administration Mathematics Amanda Lynn Darling 
Mathematics Business Administration 
Yee Na Janet Chan Matthew D. Coleman 
Chad William Brumbaugh Accounting Construction Management Shu Min Darling Business Administration Accounting 
Robert S. Collamore Accounting 
John Paul Bucklen Allison Michael Chance Food Science and Nutrition Dee Dee Davidson 
Information Technology and Interdiscip linary Studies: Social Paramedic Program Cum Laude 
Administrative Management Sciences Safety and Health Management Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Christine Marie Chappell Aimee Lenee Collier Sciences Mathew Staley Bufford 
Environmental Geological Sciences Accounting BA Public Relations Jacob Tyler Davis Business Administration 
Brandy Christine Collins 
Flight Technology 
Lee Bui Yuen Lun Cheng 
Magna Cum Laude Business Administration Kimberly L. Davis 
Accounting 
Accounting 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Norman Elsworth 
Monica Lynn Bulldis Ashley Nicole Chess Collins II Tiffany FloraLynn Cum Laude 
Accounting Business Administration Biology Davison 
Nicholas Paul 
Accounting 
Alex Jospeh Burdette David James Chisholm 
Business Administration Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Collinsworth Angela Marie De La 
Sciences Food Science and Nutri tion Barrera 
Nick Jerome Burley Sociology 
Flight Technology Nelya Vasilyevna Chmil Ashlee Rosemarie Conner 
Accounting Safety and Health Management Samantha Kate De Ruyter 
Joshua Paul Burwell Magna Cum Laude 
Summa Cum Laude Jessica Renee Christensen Ashley Ann Cook Accounting 
Biology Accounting Safety and Health Management Business Administration 
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Misty Joel Defoe Jesse David Ellis Sungah Cho Flowers Kaylin Brie Getzlaff 
Ant hropology Economics Account ing Cum Laude 
Mathematics Biology 
Jason R. Dennis Traca Wray Flowers 
Industrial Technology Christopher Michael Mat hematics Joel Randall Gies 
Emerson M echanical Engineering 
Brad W. Denniston Biology Eric Lamar Fowler Technology 
Account ing Chemistry 
Cheryl Ellen Gilbert Glenn H. Engels 
Jordynne Joell Derrey Information Technology and Jessica Renee Franz Accounting 
Paramedic Program Administrat ive Management Exercise Science 
Darren Michael Gish 
Liam M. Devlin Liv Astri Engelsen Crystal E. Frazier Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Computer Science Food Science and Nutrit ion Accounting Sciences 
David Ian Dillard Nicholas Sheldon Jonathan Frazier Maria Guadalupe I Godinez I Business Administ rat ion Engstrom Accounting Cum Laude 
Cum Laude Chemistry Francine Ekouango Flight Technology Sharon Louise Fuller 
Dondji Magna Cum Laude Cornelio Aguilar Gomez Accounting Richard A. Epperly Business Administrat ion Socio logy 
Business Administrat ion 
Jennifer Dorsey Hayley Suzanne Fulton Hector Alejandro Business Administration Antonia Mary Eppig Business Administrat ion Gonzalez 
Account ing Construct ion Management Shane Kenneth Dover Demetrious Luthor 
Physical Educat ion Teach ing K-1 2 Jonathan Mempin Gainey Michael David Gonzalez 
Erestain Exercise Science Cum Laude Cindy Thuong Dovinh Account ing Flight Technology 
Business Administration Kellen Michael Gallacher 
Craig Daniel Erickson Exercise Science Heather Michelle Gorden 
Philip Douglas Downey Account ing Social Services 
Paramedic Program Kaitlin Elizabeth 
Matthew Bryan Espinosa Gallagher Saleshni Nilam Goundar Christine Lynn Drollinger Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Anthropology Cum Laude Anthropology Sciences Account ing 
Joseph Ericksen Duncan Rachel A. Evans Derrol Andrew Gammon Tyler Graf Cum Laude Summa Cum Laude Cum Laude Individual Studies: Aviation and Accounting Account ing Interdisciplinary Studies: Social Safety Studies Sciences David Robert Granacki 
Terrance Duong Daniel Charles Garrow Business Administrat ion 1,I Account ing Thomas Charles Ewing 
Account ing 
'I Construction Management Business Administration Taylor Donovan Grant Thao Duong Mathemat ics 
Magna Cum Laude Allisha Marie Falk Ross Patrick Garvey Accounting Food Science and Nutrit ion Nicholas Daniel Gray Construction Management 
Exercise Science 
Allison Lynne Duranleau Adam Joseph Farley 
Joshua Marchetti Gately' Biology Business Administrat ion Ryan Michael Green Const ruction Management Computer Science 
Brady James Duros Omar Favela Shawn Alexander Flight Technology Construction Management Brett D. Griffin 
Gatlabayan Construction Management 
Amber Lynn Easterbrook Tiffany Marie Chemistry 
Exercise Science Fearneyhough Jessica Rose Grigg 
Biology Barbara Jean Gentry Global Wine Studies 
Robert Bruce Edmondson Chemist ry Business Administration 
Business Administration Danielle Denise Grimes 
Meghan C K Ferreira Inna I. Germanyuk Business Administrat ion 
Kevin Keith Eggen Business Administration Accounting 
Business Administration Ben Grogan 
Tyler Owen Fischer Kristie Lynn Getsinger Magna Cum Laude 
Jeffrey R. Eldred Cum Laude Business Administrat ion Mechanical Engineering 
Construction Management Safety and Health Management Technology 
Alexa Raye Ellener Ian James Flores 
Taylor Marie Gettman 
Magna Cum Laude Toni Marie Gruenberg 
Safety and Health Management Business Administrat ion Social Services Business Administ rat ion 
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Corbin Michael Grunwald 
Electronics Engineering 
Technology 
Kristin Elizabeth Gumz 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
William M. Gunderson 
Biology 
Lani Rae Gusman 
Biology 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Ana Maria Gutierrez 
Accounting 
Aaron Jacob Hagel 
Accounting 
Nathan Andrew 
Hagemeier 
Physics 
Katherine E. Hahn 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Brian Joseph Hall 
Flight Technology 
Kyle Frank Halverson 
Flight Technology 
Abby Lynn Hamilton 
Construction Management 
Thomas James Hanna 
Business Administration 
Jeffery Carl Hansberry 
Cum Laude 
Honors in Computer Science 
Computer Science 
Daniel L. Hargraves 
Paramedic Program 
Kevin Michael Harris 
Business Administration 
Tiffany Maria Harris 
Business Administration 
Julia Kathleen Harrison 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Douglass F. Hart 
Business Administration 
Economics 
Jason Wayne Hawks 
Information Technology and 
Administrat ive Management 
Sarah Mary Hayden 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chemistry 
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Tyler Charlton Hayter 
Business Administration 
Sarah Marie Henderson 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Danny Hendrix 
Business Administration 
Economics 
Amanda Michelle Herman 
Cum Laude 
Douglas Honors College 
Exercise Science 
Richard Lawrence Herr 
Accounting 
Chase Thomas Hessler 
Business Administrat ion 
Ryan Wesley Higdon 
Industria l Technology 
Steve Willaim Hilgemann 
Business Administration 
Cori Lynn Hill 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Ashley Joy Hilson 
Cum Laude 
Family Studies 
Carissa Nicole Hilstad 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Anna Himichuk 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Eric Diep Ho 
Business Administration 
Michelle MyTien Ho 
Business Administration 
Chi Q. Hoang 
Accounting 
Christopher Robin Hobbs 
Cum Laude 
Electronics Engineering 
Technology 
Sara Mae Hocking 
Honors in Anthropology 
Anthropology 
Nathan Thomas Hoover 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Tari Hopkins 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Stephen Kory House 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Devin Thomas Howard 
Honors in Computer Science 
Computer Science 
Zachary James Howe 
Accounting 
Business Administ ration 
Jeffery Denis Hoye-Logan 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Caleb Earl Hull 
Cum Laude 
Chemistry 
Jessica Ann Hutchinson 
Accounting 
Kyle Robert Hutchinson 
Safety and Health Management 
Daniel Patterson Int-Hout 
Recreation and Tourism 
Chelsey Ann Ironmonger 
Accounting 
Adam Andrew Irvine 
Industrial Technology 
Gary Isaac 
Business Administration 
Christopher Carr Jameson 
Economics 
Jonathan Russell Jameson 
Geology 
Alyson Bryan Jarvis 
Accounting 
Anna Kaye Jennings 
Global Wine Studies 
Brian Douglas Jess 
Safety and Health Management 
Zi Qiang Jian 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Adam Douglas Johnsen 
Safety and Health Management 
Dannielle Nicole Johnson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Edward Lee Johnson 
Accounting 
Jacob Lee Johnson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
John Brian Johnson 
Accounting 
Matthew Elliott Johnson 
Industrial Education Broad Area 
Michelle Ann Johnson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Richard Shawn Johnson 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Nicolas Norin Jolin 
Business Administration 
Alexia B. Jones 
Recreation and Tourism 
Jordan Ross Jones 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Nick Garrett Jones 
Business Administration 
Rebecca Rose Jones 
Accounting 
Business Administrat ion 
Timothy Micheal Jones 
Electronics Engineering 
Technology 
Darrell Joseph Kangiser 
Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Brittany Dawn Karr 
Business Administration 
Economics 
David Lee Kavanagh 
Public Health 
Ayumi Kawakami 
Business Administration 
Garet Roy Keehnel 
Construction Management 
Michael Paul Keeley 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Ryan R. Kellogg 
Accounting 
Chelsea Loren Kelly 
Exercise Science 
Caitlin Kezele 
Recreation and Tourism 
Alexander A. Khan 
Business Administ rat ion 
Cory Anne Kildare 
Cum Laude 
Social Services 
Elisa Young Kim 
Accounting 
Andrew Lawrence King 
Business Administration 
Laura Jean Kirkwood 
Exercise Science 
Shane Michael Kjallin 
Business Administration 
Kristina Klimenko 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Joni Sue Klinger 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Ian Christopher Knowles 
Construction Management 
Heather Dione Koffski 
Recreation and Tourism 
Tiana Koga 
Business Administration 
James Alpha Koroma Jr. 
Business Administration 
Taras Vyacheslav 
Koval Esq. 
Account ing 
Alek Kempton Krallman 
Business Administration 
Josh Alexander Kramer 
Biology Teaching 
Mitchell Anthony 
Krawczyk Ill 
Business Administration 
Tara Erika Krumenacker 
Accounting 
David Daniel Kucharczyk 
Business Administration 
Trevor Paul Kulvi 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Sarah Elizabeth Lacombe 
Social Services 
Daniel Alvin Lamp 
Paramedic Program 
Katherine Elizabeth 
Landreth 
Safety and Health Management 
Christopher Brooks Lang 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Nikolas Selto Larsen 
Global Wine Studies 
Kyle Lowell Larson 
Biology 
MacKenzie Christan 
Larson 
Public Health 
Domina Jeanne Lasich 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Gregg Michael Lawson 
Accounting 
Steven Craig Lawson 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Anh Due Le Jr. 
Flight Tech nology 
Anh Huu Due Le 
Flight Technology 
Diem Ngoc Le 
Business Administration 
Duy Tran Khanh Le 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Minh Ngoc Le 
Fl ight Technology 
Charles Austin Leeds 
Biology 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Matthew J. Lefever 
Safety and Health Management 
Iris LaDonna Lerner 
Magna Cum Laude 
Safety and Health Management 
Scott James Lever 
Business Administration 
Patrick Christopher Lewis 
Anthropology 
Christina Nicole Libbing 
Business Administration 
Fashion Merchandising 
Felicia Ann Light 
Family Studies 
Social Services 
Ashley Noelle Limberg 
Environmental Studies 
Gavin Robert Lindsey 
Safety and Health Management 
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Michelle L. Linsley 
Gerontology 
Kyle Joe Littlefield 
Cum Laude 
Honors in Computer Science 
Computer Science 
Max D. Litwin 
Geology 
Amber Lynn Loew 
Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Jordan Robert Loft 
Recreation and Tourism 
Martha Lopez 
Accounting 
Roemer Shaun Lorenzo 
Accounting 
Jared Scott Loveland 
Flight Technology 
Qiong Lu 
Accounting 
Kristine Marie Lund 
Summa Cum Laude 
Paramedic Program 
Hieu Quoc Luong 
Flight Technology 
Christina Nicole Lutz 
Interd isciplinary Studies: Socia l 
Sciences 
Hang Thi anh Luu 
Business Administration 
Pavel Lyadnov 
Accounting 
Gordon Earl Lyon 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Hung Ma 
Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Kirren Louise Mabee 
Summa Cum Laude 
Biology 
Andrew Robert Mabey 
Physical Education 
Dinay Noi Mabry 
Social Services 
Danielle Hope Mackie 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Samantha J. Mackie 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Shawna Marie Madson 
Accounting 
Christopher Elliott 
Mahoney 
Accounting 
Alexa Nicole Maine 
Environmental Studies 
Mark M. Manglicmot 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Rusty G. Mann 
Magna Cum Laude 
Science Honors Research 
Chemistry 
Hunter Harrison 
Mann-Dempster 
Industrial Technology 
Savanna Dawn Macias 
Marable 
Business Administration 
Carole Elaine Marcille 
Magna Cum Laude 
Business Administration 
Eloisa Mariscal 
Accounting 
Quentin Ryan Marsh 
Biology 
Brian D. Marston 
Chemistry 
Shelby Jordan Martin 
Exercise Science 
Shelley Kay Marvin 
Cum Laude 
Interd isciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Darron Wayne Marzolf 
Biology 
Terry Elizabeth Matthews 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Tricia Louise Maurina 
Fashion Merchandising 
Jonathan Stuart Mawer 
Flight Tech nology 
Michael Edward May 
Computer Science 
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Harold Anthony Mazzei 
Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: 
Social Sciences 
Janelle Diane McAdams 
Exercise Science 
Matthew Scott 
McCammant 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chemistry 
Kurt David McCanles 
Cum Laude 
Environmental Studies 
Michael Craig Mccanna 
Construction Management 
Joshua Adam 
McCartney Jr. 
Business Administration 
Michael Vance McCartney 
Construction Management 
Christine Lynn McCauley 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Vanessa C. McClure 
Interdiscip linary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Megaan M. McDonald 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Nathan Patrick 
McDonough 
Business Administration 
Matthew James 
McGarrah 
Paramedic Program 
Kelsey Ann McGowen 
Accounting 
Maurice John McGrath Ill 
Constru ction Management 
Sheiladawn Stephanie 
Mcinnis 
Accounting 
Suzanne Laurel Mcintyre 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Victor Martin Mckenzie 
Individual Studies: Military 
Leadership and Fitness Studies 
Stephanie Ann McKeown 
Recreation and Tourism 
Patrick Joseph McKiernan 
Recreation and Tourism 
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Richard Joel McKinney Jr. 
Business Administration 
Colin McKinney 
Industrial Technology 
Tiffany Cecelia Mcleod 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Eric McReynolds 
Business Administration 
Manda Jean Mellergaard 
Business Administration 
Emily Jeanne Merideth 
Interdisciplinary Stud ies: Social 
Sciences 
Shantay Marie Merry 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Wandah Corrine 
Messinger 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Tegan Marie Meyer 
Business Administration 
Guillermo Meza 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Karrie Ann Midwood 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Donna M. Mikula 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Eric Robert Miller 
Exercise Science 
Lindsey B. Miller 
Cum Laude 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Amber Lee Mills 
Magna Cum Laude 
Interd iscipl inary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Brian G. Miranda 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Kedir Endris Mohammed 
Accounting 
Brady Joseph Moriarty 
Business Administration 
Jeff Daniel Morrison 
Economics 
Lexi Mae Mose 
Magna Cum Laude 
Recreation and Tourism 
Evan Andrew Mowry 
Recreation and Tourism 
Katelyn Mary Muir 
Business Administration 
Maryanne Maydelle 
Murphy 
Summa Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Science 
Robert Del Murphy 
Safety and Health Management 
David Joseph Musick 
Chemistry 
Saori Nagao 
Magna Cum Laude 
Economics 
Jana Nalbandian 
Interdiscipl inary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Rohan James Naldrett-
Jays 
Fl ight Technology 
Daniel M. Nambo 
Biology 
Christian William Nance 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Catherine Sara Nation 
Biology 
Matthew Edward Nation 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
David Nava Sr. 
Interdiscipl inary Studies: Socia l 
Sciences 
Daniel John Ness 
Mathematics 
Tyler M. Newman 
Business Administration 
Binh Thai Nguyen 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Phuoc Huu Nguyen 
Flight Technology 
Phuong Phi Nguyen 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Socia l 
Sciences 
Tien Dung Nguyen 
Fl ight Technology 
Marie Alice Nielsen 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Traci Michelle Nolan 
Chemistry 
Brittany Janine Noren 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Anna M. Norkoski 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Aaron Allen Norton 
Exercise Science 
Nader Nur 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Brendan Ezinwa Nwanne 
Accounting 
Patrick J. Nye 
Chemistry 
Andrew Scott O'Brien 
Safety and Health Management 
Dustin Stephansen 
Oftedal 
Magna Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Tyler Nathan Olivas 
Business Administration 
Erin O'Mara 
Accounting 
Megan Kathleen Oneil 
Business Administration 
Ryan D. Opitz 
Environmental Geological Sciences 
David Paul Orthmann 
Construction Management 
Felisha N. Ortmayer 
Anthropology 
Biology 
Megan Ann Otey 
Safety and Health Management 
Lindsay Anne Owings 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Jamie Lynn Palau 
Accounting 
MacKenzie Christan 
LarsonEsther H. Paredes 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Cody A. Parker 
Recreation and Tourism 
Amaryllis Marie Parks 
Recreation and Tourism 
Ahbleza Bart Pattison 
Construction Management 
Thomas Michael Pedersen 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Tyler Ray Sears 
Pendergrass 
Social Services 
Tyler Steven Penn 
Public Health 
April Rose Peplow 
Environmental Geological Sciences 
Crystal Renee Perkins-Tiff 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Allyce M. Peters 
Global Wine Studies 
Scott Aaron Petersen 
Construct ion Management 
Monica Mae Peterson 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Lauryn Anne Peugh 
Business Administration 
Phuong Thao Thi Pham 
Business Administration 
Bach Tuong Phan 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Rin Due Phan 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Natalia Mikhailovna 
Philipov 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
James William 
Pinkerton Ill 
Mathematics 
Cristina N. Pishchenko 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Annette Celestine Pitts 
Business Administ ration 
Krystle Ann Pohlman 
Public Healt h 
Levi Steven Potter 
Geology 
Heather Anne Powell 
Summa Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Robert Louis Powell 
Business Administration 
Kaci L. Presnell 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Colin James Prior 
Business Administration 
Trevor Michael Quandt 
Paramedic Program 
Jennae L. Quisenberry 
Biology 
Kristen Nicole Raab 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Beth Rabe 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Rosa Lea Rabinovitz 
Science Honors Research 
Chemistry 
Shannon Marie Radoll 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Sevesh Avilash Ram 
Accounting 
Rosalia Socorro Ramirez 
Business Administration 
Cristy Lee Rasmussen 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Monika Rasmussen 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Candance L. Ream 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Catherine Hope Regnier 
Global Wine Studies 
Daniel Joseph Renaud 
Flight Technology 
Emily Lynn Reynolds 
Food Science and Nutrition 
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Sterling B. Reynolds 
Business Administration 
Corey A. Richards 
Mathemat ics 
Kimberly A. Richardson 
Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Johnathan Michael 
Richmond 
Construction Management 
Matthew Steven Ricks 
Business Administration 
Yanjie Wang Riedel 
Account ing 
Daniel Joseph Riel 
Magna Cum Laude 
Computer Science 
Regina Tabile Rios 
Business Administration 
Peter Mattthew Rivera 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Samantha Robbins 
Accounting 
Business Administrat ion 
Susan A. Robinson 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Luke Scott Rockenbach 
Account ing 
Edwin Eugene 
Rodriguez-Jenkin 
Recreat ion and Tourism 
Matthew R. Rolf 
Safety and Health Management 
Nicole Karen Roni 
Accounting 
Business Administ rat ion 
Krysta Jannell Rose 
Business Administration 
M aria M. Rovina 
Accounting 
Nathanial David Rowley 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Eric J. Roy 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Ashley Elizabeth Rudolph 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Natalie Marie Rumble 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Gabriel Sathith 
Ryan-Mekkhavong 
Business Administration 
Tara Dawn Sadler 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Lai Fin Saechao 
Business Administration 
Antonio Sanchez 
Business Administration 
Anna N. Sannikova 
Business Administ rat ion 
Kate Elaine Sansom 
Magna Cum Laude 
Public Health 
Javier Santillana 
Mathematics 
Nancy Karina Santome 
Business Administration 
Daishi Sato 
Business Administration 
Nicolas D. Saucedo 
Physics 
Jennifer Marie Sauve 
Bio logy Teaching 
Ryan R. Scheffelmaier 
Magna Cum Laude 
Chemistry 
Alicia Marie Scheibner 
Business Administ rat ion 
Rebecca Elizabeth Janette 
Scherer 
Magna Cum Laude 
Physical Education Teaching K-12 
Amanda Leigh Schlegel 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrit ion 
Sarah Cameron Schlosser 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Carl Seth Schneider 
Accounting 
Chanel Elaine Schwartz 
Business Administrat ion 
M ary Catherine Seidler 
Physical Educat ion Teaching K-12 
Lian Michelle Sell 
Business Administration 
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Erica Dana Sharp 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Katelyn Anna Sharp 
Cum Laude 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Nicholas Michael Shepard 
Business Admin istration 
Amy Sherlock Ferg 
Flight Technology 
Patrick James Shields 
Electronics Engineering 
Technology 
Mechanical Engineering 
Technology 
Daniel Earl Shockley 
Computer Science 
Jessica Elaine Simons 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Michael Sean Singh 
Business Administration 
Janine H. Singson 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Jesse Wayne Sizemore 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Michael Alden Skiles 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Jordan Russell Slesk 
Safety and Hea lth Management 
Patrick Dillon Smart 
Construction Management 
Brian Smeback 
Business Administration 
Jacob Allen Smith 
Electron ics Engineering 
Technology 
Jordon Allen Smith 
Business Administration 
Kory Nicholas Smith 
Business Admin istration 
Michelle Rose Smith 
Cum Laude 
Chemistry 
Anastacia Lee Snyder 
Business Admin istration 
James Anthony Solis 
Exercise Science 
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Joshua Brandon Soltan 
Flight Technology 
Richard Carl Sommer Jr. 
Law and Justice 
Jameel Vince Cruz 
Soriano 
Business Administration 
Emily Grace Sotelo 
Biology 
Janae Michele Stange 
Business Administration 
Rozsika Danielle Steele 
Cum Laude 
Primate Behavior and Ecology 
Danielle Renee Stephens 
Business Administration 
Max Stritzel Stephens 
Construction Management 
Whitney Ann Stephens 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Ryan Michael Stevens 
Construction Management 
Bonnie Lynn Stimmel 
Accounting 
Devin A. Stuck 
Business Administration 
Robert J. Swedberg 
Information Technology and 
Administrative Management 
Maggie Elizabeth 
Szymanowski 
Business Administration 
Shin Takada 
Business Administration 
Jeremy Jin Ha Taylor 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Kevin Taylor 
Business Administration 
Mark A. Taylor 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Michael Timothy Terry 
Accounting 
Kevin Tyler Thomason 
Business Administration 
Logan Robert Throndsen 
Economics 
Martin Eric Thurman 
Construction Management 
Genevieve P. Tietjen 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Sehato Tee Tjok 
Accounting 
Dakotah Douglas Todd 
Business Administration 
Akiko Tojo 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Bethany Diann Collins 
Tomchick 
Magna Cum Laude 
Economics 
Maxwell Allen Tooley 
Construction Management 
Kenan Topaloglu 
Construction Management 
Ali Toutounchian 
Business Admin ist ration 
Chau My Trac 
Accounting 
Business Admin istration 
Quang Ngoc Tran 
Flight Technology 
Briston James Trapp 
Industrial Education 
Melissa Treptow 
Accounting 
Phu Minh Trinh 
Cum Laude 
Flight Technology 
Rock Wayne Trostel 
Flight Technology 
Coby Trudell 
Accounting 
Lisa Naomi Turner 
Business Administration 
Amanda Lee Tyacke 
Accounting 
Kim L. Utz 
Magna Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Alienor Valentine 
Business Admin ist ration 
Molly Vander Woude 
Accounting Business 
Administration 
Kenneth Henry 
Vanderpoel 
Business Administration 
Virginia Roberta 
VanderSluis 
Accounting 
Geraldine Julian Ventura 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Malik Virani 
Business Admin istration 
Matthew Aaron Vogel 
Business Administration 
Kyle Russell Vogt 
Business Administration 
Kelsey K. Vuu 
Business Administration 
Katrina Leann Walker 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Patricia Lynn Wallace 
Individual Stud ies: Social Studies in 
Middle Level Education 
James Angelo Wander 
Construction Management 
Benjamin Gary 
Wasilowski 
Mechanical Eng ineering 
Technology 
Alexandra Hideko 
Watanabe 
Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Benjamin Matthew 
Watters 
Flight Technology 
Daniel James Way 
Magna Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Dustin Matthew Webber 
Construction Management 
John R. Weir 
Safety and Health Management 
Brent Weisel 
Business Administration 
Paul Denis Weiss 
Accounting 
Greg Louis Wells 
Business Administration 
John Howard Wells 
Construction Management 
Rachel Diane Wells 
Accounting 
Selah Shireen West 
Business Administration 
Rayce Daniel Whitson 
Construction Management 
Clotillia Williams 
Business Administration 
Marcus A. Williams 
Business Administration 
Aaron Christopher 
Willows 
Computer Science 
Nicholaus Andrew 
Windsor 
Accounting 
David Gordon 
Wingard-Phillips 
Economics 
Melissa Ann Winona 
Cum Laude 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Mark George Wirth 
Chemistry 
Jolanta Wolynska 
Cum Laude 
Accounting 
Business Administration 
Stephanie Rachelle 
Woods 
Food Science and Nutrition 
Joseph Arthur Wray 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Jessica Elaine Wright 
Anthropology 
Dandan Wu 
Business Administration 
Jennifer Lynn Wyss 
Exercise Science 
Mariya Yagodina 
Accounting 
Michael Vincent Yellam 
Construction Management 
Brittany Ann Yotsko 
Safety and Health Management 
Ryan James Young 
Biology 
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James Michael Yourkoski 
Interdisciplinary Studies: Social 
Sciences 
Mayra V. Zaragoza 
Food Science and Nutrition 
R. Todd Zey 
Cum Laude 
Safety and Health Management 
Sara Anne Zimmerman 
Business Administration 
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MASTE~S DEGREES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
MASTER'S DEGREES 
GRANTED 2009-2010 
MASTER OF ARTS 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Megan Ann Ahern 
Theatre Production 
BS University Evansvi lle 2002 
Christina Lynn Burbank 
Theatre Production 
BA California State University Fullerton 2002 
Tamara Lee Caulkins 
History 
BA Whitworth College 1983 
MMUS University North Carolina Greensboro 
1984 
Bethany Lynn Jendro 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
BA Central Washington University 2004 
Joshua R. Johnson 
Theatre Production 
BFA Utah State University 2004 
Sheila Ann Lollar McClure 
Theatre Production 
BA Ohio State University Columbus 1996 
MA Ohio State University Columbus 1997 
Jennifer Ann Miller-Blackburn 
Theatre Production 
BA Idaho State University 2003 
Lisa Dawn Nelson 
Theatre Production 
BS Oklahoma Baptist University 1988 
Kimberly A. Peaker-Lozano 
Theatre Production 
BA California State University Fresno 1999 
Elizabeth Lee Richardson 
English 
BA University Montana 2004 
BA University Montana 1998 
Karen Ann Trivelloni 
Theatre Production 
BA Michigan State University 2001 
Richard Albert Vitanovec 
Theatre Production 
BA Lycoming College 2003 
MASTER O F ARTS 
FO R TEACHERS 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Kelli Bloomstrom 
Mathematics 
BA St. Mart ins College 2004 
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James Joseph Aloysius LovellFord 
Mathematics 
BAED Pacif ic Lutheran University 1977 
Christina Moore 
Mathematics 
BA Heritage University 2003 
Jeanine Pinkney 
Mathematics 
BS University New Orleans 1985 
Matthew Ryan Toth 
Mathematics 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
Elese Adele Washines 
Mathematics 
BA University of Wash ington 2005 
MASTER O F EDUCATION 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Anna A. Alvarez 
Master Teacher 
BAED Heritage University 2006 
Melissa Kristene Arquette 
Reading Specialist 
BAED Central Washington University 2000 
Amy Louise Bradford 
Reading Specialist 
BAED Central Washington University 1998 
Sylvia Cecilia Campos 
Master Teacher 
BAED Heritage University 2000 
Laurie Card-Roley 
Reading Specialist 
BAED Central Washington University 2002 
Kyanne Charmaine Cook 
Master Teacher 
BA Central Washington University 2003 
Jeanne A. Cunningham 
School Administration 
BAED Seatt le University 1976 
Rebecca Erin Gill 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2003 
Erin Marie Goin 
Master Teacher 
BAED Cent ral Washington University 2002 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Hedrick 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2000 
Beau Hedrick 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2000 
Kate Holmes 
School Administrat ion 
BAED Central Washington University 2004 
Krista Kay Johnson 
School Psychology 
BS Washington State University 2005 
Janel Jo LeMieux 
School Administration 
BS Cent ral Washington University 2003 
Amanda Louise Moore 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2000 
Lindsey Moorhouse 
Master Teacher 
BAED Cent ral Washington University 2005 
Kevin Wayne Newell 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2004 
Mitchell Bennett Richards 
School Administration 
BAED Central Washington University 2004 
Christen Lynn Robinson 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Wash ington University 2004 
Pearl McKenzie Rossi 
School Administration 
BAED Central Wash ington University 2002 
Nicole Christine Sams 
School Counseling 
BS Washington State University 2005 
Angela J. Satterfield 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Wash ington University 2000 
Jill Florence Stephens 
Reading Specialist 
BA Whitworth College 2003 
Kaycie Anne Tuttle 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2006 
Maria L. Vela 
Master Teacher 
BAED Eastern Washington University 2000 
Maria Santos Villalovos 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2004 
Pamela Lynn Wangsness 
Master Teacher 
BAED Cent ral Washington University 2006 
MASTER OF FIN E ARTS 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Alexandra Sophia Chaney 
Fine Arts 
BFA Northern Arizona University 2005 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Monica Rochelle Clark 
Music 
BMUS Western Washington University 2005 
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MASTER OF 
PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTING 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Li Zhuang 
Professional Accountancy 
BS International College/University 2007 
BS Keuka College 2007 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
AUGUST 21, 2009 
Courtney E. Axelson 
Health and Physical Education 
BS Central Washington Universi ty 2004 
Pei-Mien Chen 
Chemistry 
BS International Col lege/Universi ty 2004 
Jason R. Dahling 
Resource Management 
BS Weber State University 2004 
Michael D. Garoutte 
Exercise Science 
BS Central Washington University 1998 
Andrea J. Gilmore 
Nutrition 
BS Seattle Pacific University 2006 
Heather Marie Mack 
Experimental Psychology 
BA Eastern Washington University 2005 
Bre-Anna Paige Manwaring 
Nutrition 
BS Idaho State University 2007 
Kathi B. Middlekauff 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
BA University of Washington 1983 
Tri Cao Nguyen 
Engineering Technology 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Clement Otu-Tei 
Resource Management 
BA International College/University 2006 
Liane Canasta Pereira 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA International College/University 1999 
BAED International College/University 1998 
Gary Allen Petersen 
Healt h, Human Performance and Recreation 
BAED Central Washington University 1994 
Christy Suzanne Roeber 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA Pacific Lutheran University 2006 
Brook Hail Rutledge 
Experimental Psychology 
BA Western Washington University 2007 
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Melissa A. Sali 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Washington Universi ty 2003 
Velma K. Valdez 
Resource Management 
BA Washington State University 2000 
MASTER OF ARTS 
DECEMBER 11, 2009 
Andrew S. Behler 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
BA Western Washington University 2004 
Tomi Lee Griffin 
Theatre Production 
BS Eastern Oregon University 2003 
Erin M. Mcleod 
English 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
DECEMBER 11, 2009 
Gretchen Kristine Bodeen 
Master Teacher 
BS Centra l Washington University 2004 
Christopher R. Hamel 
Master Teacher 
BA Central Washington University 1993 
Fabian Partida 
School Counseling 
BA Central Washington University 2005 
Anna Rose Stevens 
Master Teacher 
BA Eastern Washington Universi ty 2005 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
DECEMBER 11, 2009 
Marjorie Lee Parkington 
Music 
BMUS University Idaho 1969 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
DECEMBER 11, 2009 
Grant Ivan Barker 
Chemistry 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Jacquelyn Christine Buckner 
Experimental Psychology 
BS Arkansas State University 2001 
Jennifer Anne Hackett 
Resource Management 
BA Carleton College 1988 
Travis B. Hammond 
Geology 
BS University South Alabama 1994 
Jeffrey J_ King 
Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2003 
Clayton J. Larkins 
Geology 
BS Ohio University Athens 2007 
Emily Vanderslice Parker 
Geology 
BA Colorado College 2007 
Luke E. Peterson 
Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2002 
Kristina Lynn Proszek 
Resource Management 
BAED Central Washington University 2004 
Benjamin Nelson Sainsbury 
Resource Management 
BA Northern Arizona Unive rsi ty 2002 
Yutaka Taniguchi 
Exercise Science 
BS Oregon State University 2005 
Tom William Wagner 
Geology 
BS Oregon State University 2007 
MASTER OF ARTS 
MARCH 19, 2010 
Jessica Marie Chipman 
Theatre Production 
BA Northwestern Col lege 2002 
Eugene Patrick Hutchins 
English 
BA Central Washington Universi ty 2007 
Yuanxia Liu 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
BA International College/University 1988 
Tye Welles Robinson 
English 
BA Western Washington Universi ty 2007 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
MARCH 19, 2010 
Nicole Marie Duarte 
School Counseling 
BA University of Washington 2005 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
MARCH 19, 2010 
Rachel Thekla LaBerge 
Music 
BMUS Concordia College Moorhead 2008 
MASTER OF 
PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTING 
MARCH 19, 2010 
Katie Christine Ballantyne 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MARCH 19, 2010 
Amber Maria Jones 
Experimental Psychology 
BA Berry College 2002 
Christie Diane Weitzel Merrill 
Resource Management 
BA Western Washington University 2002 
Meghan Charlae O'Brien 
Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
William Dale Schroeder 
Resource Management 
BA Illinois State University 1994 
Gina Bianca Stadtner 
Experimental Psychology 
BA University Texas Austin 1999 
Carissa Elida Sundsmo 
Nutrition 
BS Central Washington University 2006 
Amara Kendall Zee 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA Lewis and Clark College 1998 
CANDIDATES FOR 
MASTER'S 
DEGREES 2010 
MASTER OF ARTS 
JUNE 11, 2010 
Charles W. Acheson 
History 
BA Montana State University Bozeman 2000 
Abdulaziz Ghannam F. AIGhannam 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
BA Internat ional College/University 2006 
Khasrow Feizulla Almas 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
BA International College/University 1999 
Christopher J. Banyai-Riepl 
History 
BA Central Washington University 2004 
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Paul L. Baker 
History 
BA Central Washinton University 2006 
Adam Chamberlin 
History 
BA Central Washington University 2002 
Zachary Curtis 
Theatre Production 
BA Colorado State University 2004 
Andrea E. Danahey-Feil 
History 
BA Washington State University 2003 
Del Conrad Enders 
English 
BA Adrian College 2003 
Suhaila Abdel Kariem Hassouneh 
English 
BA University of Washington 2007 
Marie Christine Kjeldgaard 
TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages 
BA University of Puget Sound 2004 
Ana Elena LaPaz 
English 
BA University of Washington 2007 
Pablo Andres Ledesma 
History 
BA Central Washington University 2008 
Eleanor Licata 
English 
BA Grinnell College 2003 
Jessica Lee Nelson 
English 
BA Central Washington University 2008 
Jennifer Oliphant 
History 
BA Pacific Lutheran University 2008 
Samantha Joy Ruiz 
English 
BA Cent ral Washington University 2006 
Robert Gary Zakula 
History 
BS Lock Haven University 2008 
MASTER OF ED U CATION 
JU N E 11, 2010 
Gary Tomas Aguilar 
M aster Teacher 
BAED Western Washington University 2005 
Alejandra Rios Blakeslee 
Master Teacher 
BS San Diego University 2005 
James J. Buckwalter 
School Administration 
BS Eastern Illinois University 1988 
Anna Louise Buglino 
Master Teacher 
BA Biola University 2003 
Shanna M. Carlson 
Master Teacher 
BAED Eastern Washington University 2002 
Douglas R. Cornwell 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2004 
Adrian Daniel Elmo 
School Psychology 
BA Central Washington University 2007 
Rebecca M. Guerrero 
Master Teacher 
BA Cent ral Washington University 200 1 
Lisa VaLaire Hart 
Master Teacher 
BAED Eastern Wash ington University 2003 
Janelle Jordan Hoff 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2005 
Brent J. Holland 
Master Teacher 
BA Cent ral Washington University 2004 
Hsin Yi Hsieh 
School Counseling 
BS International College/University 2005 
Kimberly Mae Jeske 
School Counseling 
BS Eastern Washington University 2008 
Karen Patricia Kraabel 
Master Teacher 
BA Central Wash ington University 1991 
Alicia Marie Lee 
M aster Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2005 
Jesica J. Lingo 
School Counseling 
BA Western Washington University 2000 
Heather Lea Macey 
M aster Teacher 
BAED Washington State University 2004 
Meagan Iris McMahan 
SchooJ Counseling 
BA Carroll College 2008 
Alyssa Katheryn Newby 
M aster Teacher 
BAED Central Washington University 2006 
Justin R. Smith 
School Psychology 
BA Cent ral Washington University 2007 
Kellie Mae Strutz 
School Counseling 
BA Western Washington University 2003 
Rebecca T. Swanson 
M aster Teacher 
BS University Wisconsin Stout/Menomonie 2007 
David Tempel 
M aster Teacher 
BA Eastern Washington University 2004 
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Rebecca J. Tonseth 
Master Teacher 
BAED Central Wash ington University 2001 
Cory P. Torppa 
Master Teacher 
BS Central Washington University 2003 
Tracy E. Winzer 
Master Teacher 
BA Washington State University 2000 
Carmen Yanez 
Master Teacher 
BA Washington State University 2006 
Socorro Yanez 
Master Teacher 
BA Washington State University 2006 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
JUNE 11, 2010 
Rachel Ann Nesvig 
Music 
BA St. Olaf College 2007 
MASTER OF 
PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTING 
JUNE 11, 2010 
Brandon Ronald Bayne 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Cathleen Joy Cartwright 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 1989 
Brittney Lange Clark 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Cent ral Washington University 2009 
Kelli Joanna Collins 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
David Richard Eitelberg 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Alyssa Marit Fox 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Cent ral Washington University 2008 
Heidi Lee Hansen 
Professional Accountancy 
BA Bow ling Green State University 1999 
Tara Lyn Henne 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Cynthia Pat Jacobsen 
Professional Accountancy 
BA Western Washington University 1983 
David James Johannes 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
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Bryan John Leghorn 
Professional Accountancy 
BA Washington State University 2009 
Maria L. Lucas 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Mandy L. Mortimer 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Wash ington University 2009 
Brianne Elaine Pearson 
Professional Accountancy 
BA Western Washington University 2009 
Jessica Elizabeth Redifer 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Cent ral Washington University 2009 
Matthew Alan Roetcisoender 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Malia Ann Mcclurg Sanders 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Tracy Lynn Steenerson 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Chunyang Tang 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Jeff Teeples 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Lindsey Marie Turcott 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Wendy E. Wekullo 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2004 
Amy Elizabeth Wells 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
Abrahim Zakaria 
Professional Accountancy 
BS Central Washington University 2009 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
JUNE 11, 2010 
Geoffrey Cullen Anderson 
Engineering Technology 
BS Cent ral Wash ington University 2007 
Ting Anthes 
Engineering Technology 
BS International College/University 2007 
Eli Asher 
Resource Management 
BA University of Washington 1999 
Kori Kathryn Ault 
Biology 
BA Cornell College 2007 
April Breeze Barreca 
Biology 
BA Western Wash ington University 1999 
Andrew Bloch 
Exercise Science 
BA Whitw orth College 2008 
Tessa Justine Brookman 
Resource Management 
BA Youngstown State University 2008 
Stephanie Lynn Bryner 
Chemistry 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Elizabeth Anne Bush 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
BA Central Washington University 2007 
Carrie C. Cannon 
Resource Management 
BS Northland College 2005 
Stephen Jordan Carter 
Exercise Science 
BA Willamette University 2006 
Cassandra Crnich 
Experimental Psychology 
BA University Montana 2004 
Jessica Renae Daniel 
Resource Management 
BS Virginia Polytech Institute 2006 
Bryce Douglas Daub 
Exercise Science 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Casey R. Dombert 
Resource Management 
BA Plattsburgh State University 2005 
Felicia Rene Douglass 
Exercise Science 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Sarah R. Ehmer 
Resource Management 
BS Heritage University 2003 
Patrick Geoffrey Emblidge 
Biology 
BS Suny College Brockport 2005 
Elaine M. Espirito 
Resource Management 
BS University of Wash ington 2003 
Denise Lyn Feldbush 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
BA Central Washington University 1999 
Nuno Fernandes 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Washington University 2005 
MA Individual Studies 2007 
Rosalie M. Ferri 
Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 2003 
BS Central Washington University 2003 
Eric P. Foss 
Biology 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Tyler T. Foster 
Engineering Technology 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Pavel Gisov 
Engineering Technology 
BS Internat ional College/University 1991 
Jeffrey Peter Gray 
Resource Management 
BA Oberlin College 2003 
Ashlee Anne Guckel 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA Central Washington University 2007 
Brian Robert Hall 
Primate Behavior 
BA University of Washington 2008 
Andrew T. Harveson 
Exercise Science 
BA Whitworth College 2005 
Stefanie Jean Herrington 
Nutrition 
BS Central Washington University 2007 
Mallory 0 . Holtman 
Health and Physical Education 
BS Cent ral Washington University 2008 
David Travis Hudon 
Exercise Science 
BS Washington State University 2003 
Jacob Burl Johnson 
Chemistry 
BS Eastern Oregon University 2004 
Allison Sommerville Johnson 
Biology 
BA University Montana 2005 
Kolten Theodore Kosters 
Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 2008 
Chen Wei Liao 
Engineering Technology 
BS International College/University 2005 
Jeremy Christopher Lieb 
Resource Management 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
Adam Wells Merrill 
Resource Management 
BS Western Washington University 2001 
Michael John Montgomery 
Exercise Science 
BA Central Washington University 2008 
Maureen Nicole Moses 
Geology 
BS San Diego State University 2007 
Timothy J. Multop 
Nutrition 
BS Bastyr University 2004 
Christian Nauer 
Resource Management 
BA University of Washington 1998 
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Jesse Lee Nye 
Chemistry 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Kristopher Robert Olsen 
Chemistry 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Katherine O'Neil 
Mental Health Counseling 
BA University of Montana 2006 
Eric Thomas Oosahwee-Voss 
Resource Management 
BS Minnesota State University Mankato 2006 
Caitlin Anne Orem 
Geology 
BS Northern Arizona University 2007 
Mary Parks-Trettevik 
P.E. Health and Leisure Services 
BA Western Wash ington University 1978 
Ryan Kenneth Perkins 
Exercise Science 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Robin Potosky 
Experimental Psychology 
BS Kings College 2007 
Alyssa Marie Puffer 
Experiment al Psychology 
BS Iowa State University 2002 
Andrew John Puls 
Biology 
BS Montana State University Bozeman 2001 
John R. Rinear 
Primate Behavior 
BA Cent ral Washington University 2006 
BS Cent ral Wash ington University 2006 
Arwa Awad Sagier 
Engineering Technology 
BS University Californ ia Berkeley 2006 
Christopher J. Scrupps 
Exercise Science 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
BA Central Washington University 2008 
Sydney M. Self 
Primat e Behavior 
BS Central Washington University 2008 
Vernon Lee Smith 
Health and Physical Education 
BA University Montana 2006 
Jenna M. Thygesen 
Experimental Psychology 
BA Central Washington University 2006 
Joseph Rivo Tibay 
Nutrition 
BS Central Wash ington University 2007 
Lara N. Tomlin 
Resource Management 
BA University of Washington 2003 
Melissa Nohealani Tupa 
Resource Management 
BA University of Hawaii 2005 
Kevin Allan Vaughn 
Resource Management 
BS Central Washington University 2006 
Todd Mark Volkenand 
Resource Management 
BA University Oregon 2005 
John F. Wagenknecht 
Resource Management 
BS University Montana 1992 
Mark R. Ward 
Physical Education, Health and Leisure 
Services 
BAED Central Washington University 1991 
Lucas Whitcher 
Exercise Science 
BS University of Montana 2008 
Alden A. Whiteman 
Resource Management 
BS American University 2001 
Yuqiang Wu 
Engineering Technology 
BS University of Washinton 1999 
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Adrian Dapula Acosta Abigail Jane Black Sarah E.S. Chushcoff 
Joseph Lawrence Adams Sanday Skye Blakely-Underwood Dan P. Cline 
Godfried Kwadjo Adjepong Briana Crystal Bland Kristina Lynn Clough 
Zubeda Adem Justin A. Bland Jenna Lynn Colella 
Brandon Dean Albright Ann Blizzard Cortney Anne Conklin 
Kristine Garcia Alipao Sarah Lynn Boldrick Melissa Faye Conklin 
Melissa Lorraine Allison Jamie Michele Bond Michael P. Connolly 
Randall Douglas Alvord Robert Jason Bond Christopher Lee Corbin 
Amy DiAnn Amaro Tracey K. Bond Miguel Cornelio 
Mary Lou Elizabeth Ames Nicholas Paul Booth Monique Cherie Cornier 
Whitney Marie Ammerman Leeanne Borchers Sean P. Corrigan 
Evan Garrett Amundson Cassandra Lynn Bower Kristina Marie Cram 
Jermeljervonta Anderson Sarah Ann Bozarth Jake Phillip Crane 
Tyler Justin Anderson Kaylinda Dawn Bradwisch Mitchell Wayne Crim 
Sarah Christine Anderton Randall Preston Brailsford Holly Ann Criswell 
llya A. Andreyanov Pallah Brakes Elli Anne Crockett 
Ryan Chris Antolock Sara Ann Brand Eric Cullen Crook 
Andrea Lynn Archer Bonnie L. Briggs Chad Aaron Crosson 
Michael Andy Arciga Kelly Marie Brons Charles Andrew Daehne 
Brock S. Argyropoulos Charlotte Ruth Brooks Barre Abdullaahi Dahir 
Griselda Pedraza Arias Jenna Kristine Brooks Bethany Dawn Davies 
Angela Marie Armbruster Derek Dean Brown Daniel T. Davis 
Amy Danko Arnold Kelley Lynn Brown Rachel Vae Deaton-Visker 
Heidi Rebeccah Ann Arreola Mackenzee Lee Brown Dereck Thomas DeBruler 
Jennifer Elizabeth Ashton Sarah Hope Brown Danielle Marie Decato 
Kristen Marie Austin Veronika Tarasovna Bubnyak Nathan Ted Decker 
Christine Louise Autry Brian Chandler Buck Daniel Joesph Defranco 
Stefanie Marie Avzaradel Lan Thanh Bui Adrein Daun Deimer 
Davi Baer Andrei Buluc Takako Deines 
Brennan Paul Baglio Steven Alexander Burley Sterling Del Rey 
Ryan Caluza Baldonado Edna Jean Burton Hayley Marie DePinto 
Patrick Kelley Baldwin Lorraine Elizabeth Cahill Violet Dersahkian 
Laurel Rose Bales David Campos Asen Zlatkov Deshev 
Michael Peter Bantog Guadalupe Yajaira Campos Sara Stacie DeWitt 
Herlyn Baricar Ayhan Canpolat Daniel Eugene Di Re 
Skyler Wayne Barnett Ryan Brooks Carlson Ila Elaine Dickenson 
Kevin Gregory Barrett Catherine-Marie Mary Ellen Dimmen 
Tim Bartholomew Carpender-Wellenbrock Monica Nicoleta Dinescu 
Rosario Alicia Bautista Chris Scott Carpenter Lisq_ Michele DiNuzzo 
Clint Robert Bayless Jeffrey D. Carpenter Trista D. Dixon 
Nicholas A. Bazan Ernesto S. Carrasco Heather R. Doolin 
Michelle A. Beach Ivory Cynthia Carter Katherine Irene Dority 
Aaron Michael Bean Isaac J. Castillo Shireen Diana Dow 
Samuel Robert Glen Beard Jonathan T. Caswell Phillip Salisbury Downes 
Monica Ashley Beaubien Randall Leland Cate Deidre Erin Downey 
Sana Kareese Becker Jason William Cathcart William Joseph Doyle 
Samantha A . Benedict Jade Noell Chamberlain Hugo Duarte Madrigal 
Jedidiah Lee Benner Rebekah I. Chapman Lisa A. DuBois 
Tarik Bentlemsani Mathew R. Charlebois Dalziel Blair Dyson 
Seth Steven Berg Richard Blake Chatterton Benjamin Charles Ehlers 
Stacy Lee Berg Diocelina Chavez-Gonzalez Matthew Scott Ehlert 
Brian Lloyd Bernethy Hui yao Chou Andrea Marie Ekman 
Laurissa Miraflores Bernitt Jessica Marie Christnacht Dorin Paul Ellis 
Angel David Betancourt Meghan Kathleen Christy Sumie Endo 
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Karl Ertler 
Valerie Ann Fuentes Esplana 
Emad Mohammad Fadhil 
Jason Carl Failor 
Lindsay Nicole Fairbanks 
Chris Michael Fallon 
Tyson Lloyd Farley 
Brooke Marie Fernandez 
Alexandria Kay Finkbonner 
Lenzi Renee Fisher 
Aaron Joel Florea 
Kelly Michele Flowers 
Fawn Mae Floyd 
Callie Sue Foust 
Jennifer Lynn Fox 
Stephen J. Franich 
Starr L. Franklin 
Shiloh Siobahn Frauen 
Erika Fukuda 
Taiki Fukuzaki 
Heather Elizabeth Gammon 
Anelva Garcia 
Natalie Quinn Garcia 
Guillermo Garcia-Flores 
Patrick D. Garmong 
Jerika Cynthia Gauthier 
Brittany Laine Gerhart 
Meagan Ellen Carol Gilbert 
Theresa S. Glenn 
Elisabeth Cesar J. Godinez 
Ana Lilia Gonzalez 
Cerena Janelle Gonzalez 
Haylee Lynn Goodwin 
Elizabeth Kirkwood Gowan 
Timothy Owen Gramkow 
Brian Christopher Green 
LaSonia S. Green 
Vanessa G. Greenfield 
Jake Daniel Greve 
Pearl Ann Griffin 
Viktoriya Grishkina 
Cole Joseph Grode 
Angela A. Guadamuz 
Xiomara Carolina Guerra 
Haydee Jazmin Guevara-Castro 
Tavis Joseph Guild 
Jose Torres Guizar 
Jenaya N. Gust 
Joshua Andrew Gustafson 
Nilab Habibi 
Augusta Jacqueline Hahn 
Nicholas Isak Haisch 
Loren Arthur Hammersberg 
Tiffany Jean Hanks 
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Stephanie Anne Hansen 
Tracy E. Hansen 
Kacie Lynn Hanson 
Katherine Louise Hanson 
Blair Allison Hardy 
Nathan Patrick Harmon 
Isa Harrison 
Michael H. Harrison 
Ashley Elizabeth Hart 
Antonio Dale Hartwell 
Kyle Barrett Hatch 
Daniel Robert Haukap 
Hollie M. Hawkins 
Ashley Venida Hayes 
Miranda Lynn Headon 
Chantelle Lenee Heether 
Christopher Micheal Helmerson 
Christine Angela Henderson 
Casey Joseph Hendrickson 
Amber N. Hendrix 
Erica Marie Henrickson 
Lauren Ashley Hepburn 
Amanda Michelle Herman 
Cory Lee Hermsen 
Richard Lawrence Herr 
Alex Steven Hess 
Rupan Heyar 
Drew Carter Hill 
Aaron B. Hillbery 
Yoshimi Hirata 
Jeremy Lewis Hochstein 
Kali Anne Hodges 
Liza Bee Marie Hodgins 
Eliya Rhnea Hogan 
Maryann Peavler Holbrook 
Kellan Robert Holdener 
Matthew 0. Holingbery 
Spencer Jake Holt 
Ashley Horn 
Nellie Francis Houck 
Stephanie Ann Houser 
Jordan Patrick Hudgens 
Leonard Allen Huerta 
Josephine Humbard 
Emmalee Marie Humphreys 
Shea Ashley Hunter 
Logan Dean Huntley 
Marguerite Mary Huntley 
Minara Vladimirovna Huseynova 
Satoko likura 
Brian Robert liyama 
Daniel Francis Ingersol 
Emily Jane Inman 
Yusupha Jabang 
Gerleza Mikael Jackson 
Keith Herman James Jr. 
Michael Gordon Jensen 
Brian Douglas Jess 
Elisia Jimenez 
Jared Andrew Johnson 
Leslie Marie Johnson 
Nicholas Paul Johnson 
Deborah Jean Jones 
Janet J. Jones 
Jeffrey Lee Jones 
John Laurence Jones 
Kyle Brandon Jones 
Megan Laura Jones 
Gun Hwa Joung 
Sandra Jurilj-Cankusic 
Kathleen Karakas 
Kazuya Kato 
John Wayne Kavanaugh 
Samuel James Kell 
Laura Elizabeth Kellogg 
Alyssa Renee Kennard 
Christopher James Kent 
Katherine Michelle Kersten 
Shree Khullar 
David Joseph Kiesel-Nield 
Daniel W. Kiflu 
Hyunju Kim 
Stephanie Cham Kim 
Su Jun Kim 
Kinyanjui Kimuhu 
Trevor Daniel King 
Stacey Louise Knabe! 
Spencer D. Kneifel 
Jeffrey Daniel Knight 
Laci Ann Knudson 
Sarah K. Kogan 
Taylor Lynn Kongslie 
Kaelin John Koppelman 
Pelageya A. Kostenko 
Yuliya lvanovna Kozachok 
Jeffrey James Krier 
Tracy King Kuehner 
Pallavi Mohaniraj Kulkarni 
Tanya C. Kumma 
Brandon Scott Kuykendall 
Jordan Jon Lafave 
Kelly Ann Laidlaw 
Liz Kirk Lamotte 
Brett Adam Langlois 
Ryan Loren Langlois 
Bryan Joseph Laporte 
Keesha LaPorte 
Kevin Martin Larson 
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Michael A. Larson Mallory Mitsue Mihara Erin Ruth Patterson 
Neil Ross Larson Jeremy Wilson Miller John F. Petosa 
Reed Llewellyn Layher Jessica Michelle Miller Dianna Jean Peck 
Andrew Mao Leavitt Katharine Rosemary Miller Oland Dean Pelton Jr. 
Adrian Jaewoo Lee Marena Nicole Miller Angelica Peralta-Contreras 
Siu-Kei Lee Nicholas Ryan Miller Brian E. J. Peterson 
Peter Charles Leonard Robert Keith Miller Stephanie Lea Peterson 
Charles Allan Lindberg Xavier A. Miller Anatoliy V. Petrik 
Denise Marie Link Seth Randolph Mills Courtney Marie Pettit 
Whitney Dolores Longmire Ashley Megan Mitchell Ryan Jeffrey Phelan 
Maribel B. Lopez Clark Michael Moberly Samantha Veronica Pierce 
Yesenia Lopez Kedir Endris Mohammed Scott Toivo Piippo 
Christopher Lee Lorz Emelia N. Monreal Otis Shane Pimpleton 
Lorraine Laurie Loy Mark Justin Montgomery Kanjana Pinthaveekiat 
Hong Thi Thuy Luong Tara Marie Montgomery Barbara Podeszwik 
Christina Nicole Lutz David R. Moore Joshua Benjamin Pong 
Aleene Lafaye Lydick Tiffany Luree Moore Christopher Andrew Bennett-Pratt 
Bradley Wilson MacDonald Alan Wayne Morgan Randy L. Presnell 
Erin May Macisaac Kathryn Joslyn Morgan Courtney Proff 
Bianca Judith Magana-Sanches Kimberley Ruth Morgan Lucas Wade Prpich 
Nelly Wambui Magira Justin James Morneau Cole E. Quesnell 
Sheena M. Malinowski Starr Amanda Morris John Walter Quillman 
Bret Harrison Manring Dianne Marie Musa Melissa Christine Quintero 
Joshua William Marks Mohamed J. Musse Rex Hunter Rackley 
Marie Jeanette Marquis Mary Muthoni Mwangi Andy Yura Rahmat 
Amy Lee Martin Fransisca Mira Nataprawira Amber Joy Ramento 
James Casey Martin Lauren E. Natterstad Zachary Dale Rancourt 
Laura Lynn Martin Muhammad Wasif Nazir Kortney Marie Rasmussen 
Ashley Marie Martinez Amanda Rose Nelsen Rachel L. Ratigan 
Devina Elvia Martinez Carlton Tyrone Nelson Andrea Nicole Ravnik 
Michael Anthony Martinez Elise M. Nelson Stephanie Reading 
Chelsea Rose Marx Anna Lynn Newbury Eli Jared Reeves 
Matthew Thomas Mastey Michael Newton Benjamin David Reifel 
Curtis Michael Mathison Olga M. Neykovchena David Michael Reimer 
Jessica Hope Maus Anhthu Nguyen Erin Lee Renick 
Jennifer Ann Mayer Kristina Tran Nguyen Samuel Noah Renz 
Robert Henry Mayton Joshua Scott Nielsen Lauren Yvonne Reygers 
Kieth McCammant Georgiy P. Nikolenko Abby Lynn Reynolds 
Maren Elaine Mccosh YunJu Noh Mi! chell Ray Rhodes 
Jacob Benjamin McCoy Aaron Frank Nordstrand Paul N. Richards 
Alex Scott McCracken Angelica Brigitte Nordyke Carrie Ellen Richardson 
Natalie Rose McCullough Ann Mary Northrup Ryan Jude Ricigliano 
Mary Mae Mccurdy Daniel Jonathan Nyberg Rudy Don Riojas 
Lillian McDevitt Sean William O'Banion Andrew Jorden Ritchie 
Thomas John McDonald Wilbert Gerardo Ochoa Jennifer L. Rixie 
Krista Kayleen McGhee Samuel Ocrankakrah Scott Shea Robertson 
Joseph McGraw Andrew Rich O'Flaherty Tyler E. Robinson 
Donald Patrick Mcintyre Karly Denise Ogle Derik Carter Robson 
Kelly Patrick McQuade Ryan William Ogle Sandra Rodarte 
William D. Mead Jenny Marie Ohrstrom Jaclyn LeAnne Rodriguez 
Monica Sothira Meas Sanya Mae Olkeriil Norma Rodriguez 
Stephen John Meinzinger Trevor William Olson Veronica Rodriguez 
Paul Michael Meng Brittany Nichole Parks Olivia Ann Rohman 
Nicole Marie Metzler Lars Syverson Passic Ana M. Rojas 
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Garrett Alan Rolsma 
Brett Gregory Romo 
Dillon D. Roth 
Holly Makana MacFadden Rotman 
Andrew Charles Routier 
Reggie Jesus Ruiz 
Joshua Michael Rumley 
Benjamin Curtis Ruthruff 
Amanda Ilene Sakya 
Claire Elisabeth Sanchez 
Anthony Vincent Sanelli 
Anita Sang 
Kristine D. Sarandi 
Brenda Lee Sargent 
Shanna M. Saunders 
Steve Giovanni Kaealii Savio 
Kurtis Scott Schliebe 
Michael Anthony Schoeler 
Michael Christopher Scholz 
Elise Schorr 
Alyson J. Scott 
Jeffrey Conrad Seapulski 
Jennifer Marie Seger 
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Senn 
Samantha Anne Shaffer 
Amit Sharma 
Allen J. Sharp 
Jeffrey Andrew Sharp 
Adam Russell Sharpe 
Christopher George Sheats 
Mahvish Sheikh 
Tariq Ahmed Sheikh 
Aaron Shelby 
Kamien E. Sheppard 
Samantha Kayley Shields 
Jessica E. Shipler 
Olga Vladimirovna Shores 
Erik L. Showacy 
Alexandr Shpreyregin 
Jeff Michael Simonson 
Hailee Nicole Simpson 
Charlene Mae Sims 
Gurpreet Singh 
Edin Sisic 
Tara M. Skrla 
Decma Talal Slim 
Scott Smallbeck 
Andria Jean Smith 
Dianna Marie Smith 
Kara Catherine Smith 
Amber Danielle Smodey 
Kelsy Marie Sneed 
Matthew Raymond Snell 
Agne Snieskaite 
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Christopher Nicholas Snyder 
Rachel Kay Southwell 
Brady MacGregor Sparks 
Brittney Marie Stacey 
Adrian M. Spencer 
Corey Gray Stainbrook 
Keith A. Steinbock 
Teri L. Stepper 
Mark Erwin Stevens 
Katherine Michele Stewart 
Natalie Strezelecki-Shutov 
Evan J. Suhr 
Carole J. Sullivan 
Josh Micheal Svaldi 
Justin Swanson 
Rebecca Anne Sweem 
Marisa Colleen Sweeney 
Ayumi Takao 
Kelsey Marie Tanasse 
Thomas Zachary Taylor 
Ryan Tee 
Kevin Lam Tek 
Veronica Ann Terrell 
Tyler J. Theiss 
Edward L. Thomas 
Amanda Leigh Thompson 
Monica Leanne Thompson 
Shelley Anne Thompson 
Lindsay Brooke Thornton 
Nga-Ting To 
Samuel Joseph Togar 
Maria Teresa Tolentino 
Doris Yasmin Torres 
Christopher Ian Townsend 
Dao Nhu Tran 
Ngan Ngoc Kim Tran 
Thuy Tran 
Katherine Cherie Tranter 
Bethanny Joy Trout 
Juliana V. Trubchik 
Masayuki Uematsu 
Andrew Ricardo Valadez 
Sahara Venessa Valdez 
Yecenica Jaime Valdivia 
Joseph Murray Valenti 
Cory Allen Valentine 
Joseph Mitchell Vanaman 
Holly Marie Varwig 
Frances Lynn Vasquez 
Cameron James Vest 
lreri Villagomez-Morales 
Lydia Esther Villareal 
Marcy Teresa Viola 
Eliyahu Yohay Voronov 
Krittiya Vudthitomrong 
Joseph Bryant Wadeikis 
Kevin David Wagner 
Breann Michele Walker 
Martin Bruce Wall 
Tyler Ray Warne 
Jeffrey Michael Warner 
Zachary Randall Weigelt 
Rachel Diane Wells 
Mary Kathleen Welsh 
Natalie Rochelle West 
Danielle Lee-Ann Westmark 
William Whatley II 
Michael Curran Whelan 
David J. Wilde 
Kristin Leigh Wilhelmy 
Christi Ann Williams 
Emily Anne Williams 
Lane Kenneth Williams 
Spencer Kimball Williams 
Seth Thomas Williamson 
Amy S. Wilmart 
Lindsey Jean Wilson 
Robert Joseph Wilson 
Jon W. Wind 
Lai Shan Wong 
Aleigha Reann Wood 
Micah Henry Worthington 
Randi Akara Wright 
Robert Won Yi 
Zachary Thomas Youngs 
Joseph Martin Zeiger 
Andrea Gail Zeigler 
Austin Keith Zones 
Marcus Joseph Zuger 


